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ABSTRACT

This report presents an evaluation of the effect of inelastic deformation on the preliminary

analysis and dc:sign of earthquake resistant structures. Three related, but seperate topics arc

addressed.

The first part of the study deals with the interacl.t.n belween ground mOlion and slructural

response paramelers. The purpose is to provide a more consistent basis for selecting the de!>ign

earthquake for systems that response inelastically. Major emphasis is placed on 1I,sessing ways
I

to define the dama~ing potential of a ground motion. A review of the various su,;ge!>led indices

for measuring the damaging potential of a ground mOlion is presented. Validi'.y tests of these

indices. including the effects of the severity of inelastic deformation and different structural

damage measurements, are conducted for two sets of ground motions. Guidelines for scaling

ground motions 3re developed.

The second part I)f the study involves developing an efficient analysis procedure for use in

the preliminary staae of design. Response of typical shear-beam type structures in their initial

linear elastic mode shape coordinate systems is presented. Current practices of implementing

the response spectrum method for analysis of iI/elastic multiple-degree-of-freedom systems are

assessed. A rational procedure, using a proposed modal hysteresis model. for implementing the

response spectrum method is suggested. The reliability of the recommended procedure is

evaluated.

In the last part of the study, a preliminary investigation of the seismic behavior of non·

structural subsystems supported on inelastic structures is performed. Tne effects of the severity

of inelastic deformations. of different hysteretic characteristics of the structure and of the

amount of viscous damping of the subsyslem are investigated. Current design
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recommendations for sunw.,tem" ac,'ounling for Ylcldlng of the supporting s[rUClure arc

asse"s~d An amplitkatlon fador IS defined In qlJantify the effect, of Inclastic t1eformallon., of

the ,ul'lponing slru.-ture on suhsystem rc'>rHJnse Design guidelines arc fornlulatcd for prcdl"llng

the amr11fIcalifm fauor ba"ed on slallSl"al evaluatloll of the rcs~lh generated for len earth·

quake ground !1l()lIOIiS

The reroft t'oncludes ~Ilh summaries of (he n:,ulfs Oblall1ed. In .ldd;tw;l, area" needing

fllrlhl'r r.~"carch ,m: Identified
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CHAPTER I INTRODIJCTION

1.1 Introductor~ Remarks

Earthquakes are a severe natural hazard in many parts of the world Construction of

earthquake-resistant structures is of vilal concern in these areas. Because of economic con

s~derations. structures are usually designed to respond inelastically when subjected to severe

earthquake ground motions. Such structures must be designed, detailed and constructed 10

develop the required inelastic deformations. When thts is properl~' done, the struclure will sus

tain. without collapse. the earthquake loading with only local damages. This is in compliance

with the objectives of most currWl seismic design recommendations for buildings (Ref. 78J.

which are the prevention of significant ~lructural damages during a moderate .earthquake and

the avoidance of structural collapse during major earthquake ground shaking Some of the

problems r ~Iated to a rational implementation of this philosophy in preliminary stage of design

are discussed herein.

In designing buildings to resist strong earthquake ground motions, many codes (Refs. 7.

931 are available which provide an efficient and effective means for obtaining preliminary design

lateral forces In such codes. earthquake effects are usually represented by a set of equivalenl

static lateral forces For example. in the Uniform Building C('de (UBC) [Ref. 931 these forces

are distributed based on an approximation of thf' fundamental mode shape of a regular. uni

form building. To account for possible higher mode response. an approximate correction force

is applied to the top floor. The magnitudes of the applied forces are scaled according to the past

seismic performance of the type of structure considered. the imJ'ortance of the structure. its

seismic characteristics and the intensity of the expected excitation. This code approach will pro

vide lateral forces leading \0 reasonably satisfactory designs for conventional buildings with no
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significant irregularities In configuration. stitfn~ss or sirength (Refs. 7, 78)

For irregular Slruclures, the currenl UBC code requires that the distribution of laleral

forres be determmed considering Ihe dynamic characteristics of the structure Some design

gUIdelines suitable for the preliminary' design of such structures have been suggested. For

e~amrle. Smilowitz ('/ af [Ref. 881 have recommended lateral force distributions accounting for

higher mode contributions. setback effects and soil-slruclUre interarllon. These distnbullons.

however, are for Idealized struclures derived on the basio; of elastic response, The elltem to

wllll'h they hold for other I~'pes of slru,·tures or for structUres ellpected to respond melastically

IS nol certain Moreover, building codes do not usually attempt to quantify tht' degree of dam

age e~perled for a given level 0; deSign force Thus, such codes give Iitlle e~pliCil guidance 10

(he designers of spcrial struclures where the tolerable level of damage may be reduced.

II IS, lhus. oflen neressary 10 perform dynamil' analyses of irregclar and other special

structures to asses, their adequacy during severe seismll' evenrs Considerable research has

been dire"led al de .... eloping computer software rapablc of predirtir.g the elastic as well as lOelas

tic response of SIrUClures (Refs. 4. 11, 34, 36. 59. 60, 77J However, to use such analySIS pro

grams. il IS neressar} to know the mechanl('al and d~'namic characteristics of the buildmg and

nature of the design eanhquake. If this information is accurately known. such programs are

generall~' ('apable of adequately simulating seismic response However. at t!le prelim;nJT) ~Iage

of deSign. precise ir.formation about the dynamir characteristics of Ii •.:: building is gent-rally

unavailable. Since the building properties depena on the magnitude and distribution of uesign

forces and influence the dynamil' characteristic of the structure. such analyses musl be per·

formed on an iterative basis. To facilitate thiS process to the preliminary stages of des·lgn. il

would be desirable to develop apprOXlmale methods for characterizing Ihe design earthquake in

terms of its damag~ potential and for selecting the magnitude and distribution of preliminary

design forces accounting for the acceptable damage level and characteristics of the ground

motion. While considerable work on these topics has been done for elasllc systems, con<;ider

able uncenainties remain regarding their applicability 10 inelastic systems. These topics will be
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investigated in this study. Addiiionally, related problems associated with establishing design

forces for nonstructural elements in structures that yield during severe earthquake shaking will

also be addressed

(al Problems Associated with the Selection of Design Earthquake

Considerable uncertainty is associated with the selection of the design earthquake or

earthquakes (Ref. 15 J. The selection of design earthquaKe (s~ involves many disciplines and

requires the cooperation among many professiom:ls such as geologists. seismologists. architects.

structural engineers. geotechnical engineers and the owner. Although continual progress is

being made, there is still no consensus about what ground motion charactenstics or parameters

are significant in exciting a building. and how they can b~st be quantified for design purposes.

especially for structures that respond inelastically The various aspects of a ground motion

affecting structural response IOclude intensity. frequency content. duration. the number. size

and sequence of acceleration pulses In addition. i\ is not certain what structural response

parameters should control the design, particularly in the inelastic range. For example. displace

ment. drift. ductilJly. acceleration and other factors have beer suggested. Moreover. it is not

certain how these ground motion and structural response parameters are related.

The first objective of this study then. is 10 investigate the interaction bel ween the ground

m(jtion and structural response parameters. This will lead to a beller understanding of the rela

tionship and will provide a more con'iistent basis for selecting the design earthquake for systems

that respond inelastically.

(b) Simplified Methods of Analysis for Inelastk Multiple-Dearee-of-Freedom Structures

At present, inelastic dynamic analyses can only be conducted through step-by-step int,,!,ra

tion. While computer programs employing step-by-step integral ion are versalile and reliable.

they generally are unsuitable for preliminary design. In this stage of design. Hie designer needs

guidance on how to select the overall stiffness and strength of the struclure in order 10 limit its

inelastic deformations to acceptable levels. Alternalively. the designer may wish to quickly
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a,se~~ the senslll\'lly of the overall response of a proposed struclure to uncerlalnties in ,1\

mechanical and dynamIC characteristics or to different excllations Step-hy-.,tcp integration 1\

I/me-con,umln!! ano re4ulres detailed knowledge of lhe mechanic'al characteristic~ of the struc

!'Ir,' HlJlh of these f,Ktors are nmlrar~ to the candlllOns exi~(ing dunng preliminary design

SnerJI "mphncl! analYllcal techni4ues ha"e heen suggestcd for use 10 the preliminary

".(,I~" llf ck'I!![] Thc'e Indude the eQul\,dent linear structure method IRefs 47. &51. the

"4uII,dent nonllne.u slngle·degrec-of-freedom (SDOFl sy,te'll method (Ref~ 76. 86, 871 and

Ih,' re'pnn',' ,pc,frum melhod (Rcf~ 3. fl. 10. 1~. 16. 17. 3lL 54. 56, 91, 98. 99. 1001

,\It!l(,u!!h th ... e4u1\alcnl IInCMilal/On concepl 1\ palpahle and the prOledure for ,1\ ,mpkmenl..!

tlon well-e't"hli,hed. the method fails to recognlled thai the types of eXCllalton that induce

m.I\Jmum rl'spon'-oe In ela,tlc and lOela,tic ~yslem~ may differ IRefs 13. 141 Consequcntly.

th,' .I"ur",·\ of the method relic, on the deSign earlhquake ha\'lng characteristic's Similar (0

th", ... u,ed In developing the procedure

Prc\l"edures for Implementing the eQuivalenl nonlinear slrUClUre melhod'i arc also well

de\eloped IRefs 76. 8n. 871 In such cases. a complex strUl'ture is redul'ed 10 an equ1\alenl

nonlinear 'ill1g!t:-dcgree-of-freedom system ThIS speeds up the computation. and. dependln!.!

on (he method u.,ed 10 develop the equlvalenl SDar structure. may relluire less e'llplil'll iI1for

malion on the stru,'lure Thus. it may he suilable for preliminary design 1i00~'ever. uncertail1

lles arise 111 the aCl'ural'y of the one degree-of-freedom deahlallon and refinements 111 ~'ompUI,I

rion ma~' he ,oun ler to preliminary design.

Response spectra can he generated for simple SDOF Inelastic systems. Suggestions e,i"t

for developll1g these hy modifYing elaslic response sreclra or by compuling Ihem dlrC~-lly h~

slep-hy-step inlegratlon Such spel'lra can he useful in designing strUl'tures that respond .IS

SDOF systems. However, whether the method can be used for analysis of inelasli~' muillple

dcgrl,'c-of-freeJom syslem~ <MDOn is unclear Although several I)roc'edures han: been pro

posed fot implementmg lhe response spectrum melhod !Refs 3.6. 10. 13. 16. 17.38. 54, 50.

91. 98. 99. l00!. lhey vary conSIderably in their approach and often lack satisfactory theoretical
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justifkatlon!>

Thus. the second objective of Ihis Investigation is 10 eK\'llore a ratIonal procedure for

implemrntlng the response spectrum method for the preliminary analysis of lnelasllc structures

and 10 evaluate Ihe reliability of such a procedure

Cel Dt'!>il:n or [quipmt'ol "ltactlt'd to tht' Structure

Observations follOWing recent major earthquakes have indicated that a considerable por

tion of Ihe total cosl of damage IS often associated. with non"tructural components (Ref 9.1 In

addition to economic losses incurred by the damiiges to the nonstructural elements and equip

ments Cwill be called nonstructural subsystems or just subsystems hereafterl. such subsystem

iailures may also create life ~fety hazards due to failing ceIlings. facades. elc. and disrupt the

o~crallon of es'>cntial faciJl.tles such 3S hospilals or important commuOIcatlon centers To

ensure publi,' !>afely and to minimize properly damages. it is importanl 10 have a proper under

sland,ng of the sCism I,' behaVIOr of nonslruclural subsystems in addillOn 10 having a sound

knowledge of the behavior of the supporting slructure.

Therc 1'> a wide range of nonstructural subsystems that may be encountered in prawce.

In terms of how loads are induced. subsystems can be divided 1010 IWo categories: deformalion

sensitive sub..ystems and acceleration sensitive subsystems. Loads in the first category of sub

syslcms arise mainly as a resull of lhe deformations imposed by the supporting struClure. e.g...

m-plane forces in infilled walls. The second calegory includes subsystems thaI are sensilive to

accelerations developed at their anachmenl po;nls. This report focuse .. onl~' the laller categor~'

of subsyslems

While incrcasing aIlention is being focused on Ihe design of subsy·stems. mosl siudics

assume that the supporting structure will remain elastic during a severe earthquake e'l(l'itation.

ThiS may be true for critical struclures. such as primary slruclures in a nuclear power planl

(Ref. 30) MOSI other structures. however. are expected to experience inelaslil' deformatIon

when subjected to rare and unusually intense earthquake ellcilalions. Rational design methods
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fil' equipment and other nonstru(lural elements in this case are nOI certain.

The last object,,'e of this Inve:,llgaticr. IS 10 conduct a prellmmary investigallon of the

...clsnll, behavior of subsyslems ..,upported on inelastic structures, to assess current design

method... In terms of Ihls beha\ lor, and to develop impro\~u deSign recommendallons

1.2 Objl'ctiH's

Thc main ohlertlves of thl ... study arc to investigate some cf the problems as.,oclated "lIh

the preliminary deSign of strUl"Iures Ihat respond inelasllcally 10 major eanr,quake ground shako

Ing Jnd to develop methods 10 resolve t~lI.se problem... The specifk tasks undertaken In thl ...

Ld T () In\'~S!lg~t(' I he re!.Hlnn between ground motion and slructural response parameters

(hI To cxplore a ratIOnal procedure for Implementing the response speClrum method for Ine·

1.!Stlc ,tructurc... and to e"alualc thl,; reliability of such a procedure

(d To wndUCI a prelimlnan In\cstlgation on seismIC behaVior of subsystems sUPPoried on

Inela" Ir strue'lures, 10 ,'sseS' rurrent design methods in terms of Ihis behavior. and 10

de\'Clop imprmed design ree'ommendatlon...

I ..' Oralnilltion

In Ch,lpter 2, methods for rharae'tciliing design earthquake... for intense ground shaking

Llpable of slgnifil:ant strurlural damage arc briefly' reviewed Major emphasis is plared on

a""e ...... ing the effectiveness of variou... indices for characlerizlOg the damagin~ polential of a

ground mOllon icrord

In Chapter J. the lOelastlC response of some selected inelaslir structures is coml"ulcd and

transformed into the initial linear elastic' mode shape coordinate system. These equi\'alent

modal responses are evaluated and a procedure for applying the inelastil' response spel'lrum

method is desCfl~ed The reliability of Ihis procedure is evaluated,

Preliminary analyses performed to identify behavioral characleristics of subsystems sup-
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ported on structures that yield during severe earthquake ground motions are presented in

Chapter 4. In addition. design guidelines for predicting subsystem response accounting for the

yielding are formulated.

In Chapter 5. conclusions reached in this report are summarized RecommeodatlOns for

further rcsean:h are also offered.
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CHAPTER 2 ON SCALING Of EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTIONS

2.1 Introductor~ Remarks

For slructure~ designed to deform inelastically when subjected 10 scvere eanhquake

ground motion~. overall seismic safety will depend on the interaction between its energy dISSI

paling capa('jl~ and the severity of ground shaking This interaction I~ complex and difficult 10

predict This l'an be illuSlfaleu by con~idering the response of a single-degree-of-freedom

(SDOF) S~'Slem subjected 10 the S1SW component of the Pal'oima Dam record (origanally

identified as thc S16E component) shown in FIgure 21a. Examination of this ground mOlion

revcals that the record conlajn~. in addition 10 the sharp acceleration peak of 1.25g at about the

8th ~econd. two acceleration pulses having a magnitude of about 0(, g and duration of about 0.6

second between [he 2nd and 4th second. The inelastIC response of two systems developing lhl.'

same maximum lOelastic deformation when subjected to this record are shown in Figures 2. J. b

and 2 Ic For a slrUClure with an iOlll<J1 period of 0.3 seconds. the maximum response IS pri

marily due to the sharp 31.:\."eleration peak of 1 25 g and is little affected by the 06 g acceleration

pulses. (In the other hand. if lhe Slruclure has a period of 0.7 seconds. the largesl plaSli~'

excursion is associated with lhe smaller acceleration pulses between the 2nd and 4th second.

Thus. different features of a ground motion can influence structural response and it may. there

fore, be difficult 10 establish a single parameter to characterize the damaging potential of a

ground mOlion.

Traditionall)!, the inlensity of a ground motion. for structural analysis purposes. has been

defined in terms of the peak ground acceleration. There is JOcreasing evidence Ihal peak

ground acceleralion. when used as an index of ground motion intensity. may lead to incon

sistent results. On one hand. struclures designed to current code recommendations have

suffered damage that is more Ihan would be expected considering the moderale level of peak

ground al:celeration recorded (Ref 13). On the other hand, damages observed in other build

ings have been relatively moderate in spite of high recorded peak ground acceleration IRefs. 51.
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81, 891 Because of this, it is generally felt that peak ground accelerations, especially those

associated with isolated. short-duration, high frequency acceleration spikes, are not effective in

exciting most structures. Consequently, the concept of "effective" acceleration has been sug

gested (Refs 21, 31, 103). However. it remains dJl'ficull to quantify the "effective' accelt:ration

of a particular ground motion record.

Other ground motion intensity indices have also been suggested. Those frequently used

in seismic design and seismic risk mapping were Identified in Ref 8. The effects of vanous

ground motion characteristics on seismic behavior were was also Qualitatively discussed A few

allempts have also been made to evaluate quantitatively the relative effectiveness of some of

these intensity mdices For example. Nau [Ref 641 found tha! spectral inlensity values calcu

latel1 for three period ranges provide a good indication of damage potential for buildings in each

range. Similarly, a modified spectral mtensity based on weighted spectral acceleration was

found to be effective in measuring the structural damage potential of a gfC\und motion (Ref.

521. Cornell 1'1 c
'

(Ref 271 indicated that Fourier amplitudes of the ground acceleration record

al 0.25 seconds. 10 seconds and 3.33 seconds provided a beller set of intensity indices for

short, intermediate and long period buildings than peak ground acceleration, velocity or dis

placement. Chang (Ref. 251 found lhat normaiizing parameters directly related to ground

motion records (eg. peak ground acceleration, etc) are not as good as parameters based on elas

tic or inelastic spectrum Nishikawa er 01 [Ref. 721 conc:luded thaI for structural periods grealer

lhan 0.3 seconds, it is preferable to use maximum velocity or spectral intensity; for structural

periods less thdn 0.2 seconds, they suggesled that the maximum acceleration Of root mean

SQuare o~ the strong phase of the ground acceleration be used.

In most of lhese studies. Slructural damage was measured by the maximum displacement

reached only once in the course of the ground shaking. When inelastic deformation is likely,

other response quantities may provide additiclOal insight into the t~havior of the system [Refs.

53. 571. For example. the maximum inelastic excursion during one cycle, the total cumulative

inelastic deformations, or other factors may be important parameters for structures with limited
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energy dlSslratlon caracity Thus, inherent in characterizing ground motion Intensity is how

structural damage is quantified. Given this fact and the inconsistenCies in Ihe rreviously men

tioned findings. it arrears that a comrrehensive sludy using a variety of rarameters and damage

IndKe, should be undertaken

2.2 Scopt' of Study

~ rrellmin;try investigdtlon on the effenlveness of various sL'hemes for charaueri7lng the

Intcnslly of a ground motIOn for strul'tures that respond inelastically is reported herein Intnn

SIC 10 thl' objective is the desire 10 scale ground motion records for the rurro~es of practical

seismil' rcsronse dnalysis and design. In such cases, it is frequenlly neces,ary to use an

ensemhle of records to ensure Ihat a deSIgn does not derend on lile features of one particular

record However. the records used should all have an intensity capable of produ':ing slmil'H

overall levels of damage Thus. guidelines for scaling ground motions in such cases are needed

With a clear statement on limitations. Of course, it is expected that a comprehensive solution

can not he reached herein. but thai the relative effectiveness of various proposed intenSity

indices can be evaluated.

In this study, two sels of ground motions are used. One set contains five hOfllonlal com

ponents of ground and free field motion recorded al the Imperial County Service Building dur

ing the 1979 Impe~ial Valle~ earthquake These records represent motions with the same

source and magni,'Jde on similar site soil conditions. The other SCI of ground motions inl'lude,

various moderate earthquake records obtained at different distances to the source on slles wit h

"firm" soil conditions Both sets are listed in Table 2.1. In view of the preliminary lIalUre of

this <;tud~', buildings are represented as single-degree-of-freedom s~·stems. They are assumed to

have 5% viscous damping and elasto-perfectly plastic hysteretiL' charal'teristics. The slrul'!ural

periods considered range from 0.1 sec to 2.0 sec at a 1 se,' intervals.

2.3 Chancterization of Ground ,"otion Intensit~·

Many intensity indices and schemes have been suggested for characterizing ground
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moti')n intensity. In order to achieve a compromise in design between the need for accuracy

and simplicity, especially in the preliminary s'~ges. only those parameters that can be easily

deduced from geotechnical, seismologicc.1 and structural information are considered in Ihis

study

InlenSlty indices considered herein are grouped Into two basic categories. In one categor}.

indices are obtained from the basic features of Ihe ground motion itself; in the other. indices

are denved from information on tnc struc(ural rC'iponSC the'c ground motions would produce

2..t I Parameters Based on Grot'nd Motion Futures

Various measured and dl~rivect parameters based on ground motIOn records have been

used to characterize ;ntensity. The measured parameters include the instrumental peak ground

accelerallon. velocit~ and displacement. Of these. the instrumental peak ground acceleration

has been most commonly used because it is conceptually simple and easily obtainable. Vanous

derived parameters have also been us~d. These include Arias iniensily [Refs. 2. 5. 461. root·

mean-squate acceleration [Refs 37, 41. 51. 55, 102) and Fourier amplitudes of Ihe ground

acceleration record at certain period values [Ref 271.

Arias intensity (AI) represents. for a given earthquake and zero damping. the amount of

total energy per unil weight absorbed by a series of elastic single-degree-of-freedoms with fun·

damental frequencies uniformly distributed between zero and infinity [Refs. 44. 46) It is calru-

lated as:

where T005 and T095 are the ti:nes at which the above integral reaches 5% and 951Yt,. respec'

tively, of the ultimate value. The equation can also be written as

DO

A/=0.90; J ii/dl
fo! "

There are questions aboul how the total duration should be defined with this parameter; in this

study. duration is defined as the entire length of time for which the ground motion record is
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considered.

Root-mean-sQuare acceleration (RMS) is defined as:

RMS= 09 ~f'" 2d----- lJ (
T(J9~- Tn 0' '0 •

,<\s lhe definition Implies. rool-mean-square acc~leration represent~ a I~\el of modified average

3l'celeration for the record By co~parin~ it with the definition of Anas Intenslly. it can be

seen thaI RMS is also related to the square root of the amount of total energy per unit weight

per unit lime absorbed by a series of single·degree·of-treedom systems uniformly distribuled

between lhe frequency interval of zero and positive infinity. It has also been suggested that

RMS could be related 10 [he acceleralion level having a particular probability of e~ceedance in a

~e(~~JcCl accf'lcngram IRef. 621 or in a ~lationary Gaussian ground motion IRef. 971.

To improve Intensity characterization fm structures in different period ranges. Cornell

('( 01 have proposed using Fourier amplitudes (FASI obtained for the ground acceleration

record at 0.25 sec. 1.0 sec and J.B sec. These would be used as ground motion intensity

indices for structures in the short, intermediate and long period ranges. respectiveh'. Fourier

amplitude of ground acceleration at a particular frequency, w. can be computed by (Ref. 45)

T T

FAS-I(fii,IT)coswTdTF + ~fiiJ;)sinwTdTPII ~
o 0

where T is a dummy Integration variable. To improve stability, smoothing Fourier amplitudes

over Ihe neighboring period ranges was suggested by Cornell ('( of.

2.3.2 P.ram~ters Based on Elastic Structural Response

Since Ihe above paramelers do nol accounl for the effects of ground shaking on the strue·

ture. a vdriety of parameters have been proposed based on computed elastic response, Period

independent parameters such as speClral inlensity (standard and modified) have been used as

well as period dependent indices !';uch as spectrlll quantities evaluated al certain specific natural

periods or period ranges, Spectral intensity (SI> has been proposed b}' Housner as a measure of

ground motion intensity (Refs. 40. 42. 431. II is defined as the area enclosed by the elastic
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pseudo-spectral velocity spectrum of the corresponding ground motion between the periods of

0.1 sec and 2.5 sec

n
Sf It, n=,(PSI'CE. ndT

01

In this fashion. spectral intensily attempts to relate the strength of ground shaking with the

peak elastiC response of a range of smgle·degree-of·freedom systems with periods commonly

found in civil engineering practice. This index can be ddined for any amount of viscous damp-

ing. Housner (Ref 40) noted that relative intensities of several earthquake record~ varied

depending on the value of damping as~umed ThiS is apparently because the response or lightly

damped slructures is more sensitive to duration than thaI of more heavily damped systems. In

this report. spectral intensities are computed based on 5% and 20% damping.

In their studies of ground motion normalization procedures, Nau [Ref 64) and Kennedy

(Ref 52] found that spectral intensities calculated over local period ranges provide improved

reliability for structures with fundamental periods in these ranges. Nau suggested three period

ranges 110'0\', i:1termediate and high) for computmg spectral intensity.

This dependence of the apparent intensity on structural period was recognized earlier by

Newmark et af in their recommendations for constructing response spectra based on peak

gmund acceleration, peak ground velocity and peak ground displacement (Refs. 58, 65, 66. 67,

68. 69). Kennedy refined this approach by computing a modified SI based on a range deter-

mined by the initial fundamental period of the structure and an assumed design ductilily of the

structure. using a variety of weighting functions. Although this modified spectral intensity has

produced extremely reliable results. it is not suitable for general quanlification of ground

motions and will not be considered here.

2.3.3 Response MaKnitude Effecl

For all of the preceding intensity mdices, earthquake intensity is independent of the dam-

age produced. Thus. for all of the indices considered except Arias intensily. if the original

ground motion is scaled by a faclor of N. the intensity index is also scaled by N. For Arias
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intenslt~. If the onginal grCIund mollon is scaled by a factor of N, the mt~nsity index will be

S"aled by N~. Whether either of these variations is reasonable can be illustrated by considering

a SDOF structure (with. for cl',amplc. a 0.2 second period and 5% viscous dampmg) subjected

to two different ground motions the SI5W Pacoima Dam record and Ihe EW 1940 EI Centro

record The \'aluc~ of any of the previous Intenslly mdices will be denOled as I,. and I"".

r~specllveIJ' The Yield strenglh of the structure I~ selected such that it IS just on the verge of

Yleldm~ when suhjected to the unsealed EW 1940 EI Centro record. Let .\',.~, ' denote the factor

by whll'h the EW 1940 EI Centro record mUSl be scaled 10 produce a displacement ductility of i

(Ie \','1' is unity) Simllarl\'. let ""'f~.' denote the factor by which the SI6W Pacoima Dam

rec'ord must be scaled to n~\e the same peak displacement ductility itS the EW 1940 EI Centro

rel:ord If the ~round mOlion intensity considered IS mdependent of response magnitude. we

would have

for jJ.=1

fo. intensll~' indices that vary linearly with the ground motIOn. and

for ,.,.=.
for intensily' Indices that \o'ary' quadratically' with the ground motion. Rearranging the equations.

we get

or

/"/
for the linearly and quadratically varying intensity indices, respectively. Since is assumed

11'<1'

N':';,'
constant regardle~s of the displacement ductility. .he ratio, 'V"i' should be constant for

'f'I

linearly varyin~ intensity indice~. Similarly. for quadr:ltically varying intensity indices. the ratio.

(,11/;';,') "
~. should be constant. The actual ratios derive(1 for the case cited above are computed

/1/", )
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for different displacement ductilities and plotted in Figure 2.2 As can be seen, the ratios are

not constant, implying that both categories of inlensity indices are susceptible to a response

magnitude effect. Similar observations have been made by Vanmarcke (Ref. 961 and Benero

{'1 al (Ref. 141 They cautioned that scaling should be limited to avoided distortion of ground

motion effects on nonlinear response. Thus, it is important to recognize that there is limited

range over which ground motion intensities might be used in scaling ground motions.

2.4 Characterization or Structural Response

In addition to the previous considerations. the intenslly of a ground motion is related to

how damage is measured. To quantify the damage to a structure, maximum displacement duc-

tility (defined as the maximum displacement "~I the structure divided by the displacement

corresponding to overall yielding) is frequently employed as mentioned previousl}·. Other

measures taking into account the cyclic nature of the seismic structural response may be more

meaningful in assessing the structural damage In str\lctures with limited energy dissipation

capacities. measures of cyclic displacement ductility. accumulative inelastic displacement. hys-

teretic energy dissipation, and other inelastic response quantities can be defined. The

effec!i 'eness of such measures of structural damage is discussed in Ref. 57. When the design

of the structure IS controlled by the serviceability of structural and nonstruclural components or

by instabililY, Slory dnll is also an important paraine'~r Unfortunately, it is difficult 10 include

all of these factors in a preliminary study and onl~' the maximum displacement ductility and the

hysteretic energy dissipation are considered herein. For convenience. the hysteretic energy is

normaliled as ~Il:

HE
~H=--+I

R,II,

where HE is the hysteretic energy dissipation and Ry and u
l

are the yield strength and displace

ment, respectively, of the structure.
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2.5 Schemes of Ground Motion Intensil~ Characterization l'onsidered

Usually a ground motion is characterized by a single mtensity indeK regardless of the

strunural period. amount of damping in the strurture and the experled structural damage level

As mentioned before, ground motion ~h:~rarlerilation taking Into acrount tilt initial structural

period hale also heen suggested [Refs 27. 52, 64] TYPically. three period ranges (short, inter,

media Ie and long) arc used to categortle the structure

In :h, ...... tudy. the peak ground acceleration, the peak ground velocll~' Ihe peak ground

dlsplan:mcnt. Anas intenslt}. RMS. Hausner spertral Intenslly at 5% and 20"10. dampmg,

pscudo-spcrlral v~IOl'lty at ~"Io. damping at 0 25 seconds (PSI·iI~d. 1.00 second rpsr l 'Oil, and

333 ser rpSI,,,), and FO:JrIer amplitude of ground ac'celerallon at n.25 sec (F4SI'~), 100

serond ( F 4S I IWJ and J.\.\ se·.onds ([4S 11 ,) are mduded individually to evaluate their

elJeuI\cness ~umefl<.'al values far these parameters are listed In Tables 22 and 2.3 for the

firsl and serond SCi 01 ground mo:ions. respectively In addition. period dependent Intensity

rharJC'terllJtlon schemes arc Induded. When the peak ground aC...deratlOn, peak ground velo

rit\· and peak ground displacement are used to define the intensity of the ground mUlion in the

short, intermediate and long period ranges. respectively. this is denoted as min I A, \', D) Simi

larly, when PSI'o?,. PSl'lm and PSV
"

, are used to define the intensity of the ground motion

m I:le three period ranges respectively. this IS denoted as min IPS\, I Fmally, when F 4S,,:-

F45 101 and [4S 111 are used, this is denoted as minlFAS I The three period ranges for each of

lhe three schemes may be dilJ~rent The precise values of these period ranges are dlsrussed

later

2.ti \1t'lhod or fuluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the various ground motion inlensit~ indicc ... l'onsidered,

constant ductility spectra were constructed for one referenc'c ground motior. from cach of the

two sets of records menlioned. As will become apparent later. the cholre of the reference IS

arbilrary Trace 10 from the Imperial County Service Building and the nOrlh-south componenl

of the 1940 EI Centro earthquake record are selected as the reference ground motions.
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Although displacement ductility and nnrmalized hysteretic energy were used as damage

indices in both casl:s. results for the normalized hysteretic energy were presented only for the

first set of ground motions. Ductility levels of 8. 4. 2 and I are considered for the first set of

ground motions; while ductility levels of 4 and 1 are presented for the second sel A ductility

level of I cOf'espond' to ela!>tic response.

The yield strength required to develc.p lhe target ductility value in a system with a given

initial period can be found for the reference ground motion. When this system is subjected 10

other ground motions. different ductility values will usually result However. these ground

mOlions can be scaled up or down so that the system will develop th~ targel ductilil~ values.

Thus. for each ground motion and structural period value. one can obtain the factor b} which a

ground motion must be scaled to produce the target ductility. These factors will be called the

"actual" scaling factors hereafter They will generally vary with period and ductility level as well

as from one ground motion to another.

The actual scalin!! faClors generally differ from that inferred from the paramelers used to

characterize ground motiun inten'iity. These factors will re denoted as the "predicted" scaling

faclOrs. For example. if pea\<. ground acceleration is selected as the intensity index. the

predicted scaling factor is computed as the ratio of the peak ground acceleration of the refer

ence ground motion over the peak ground acceleration of the ground motion under considera

tion. Other predicted scaling factors are computed in a similar fashion except Arias intensiw

For Arias intensity. the predicted scaling factor is computed as the square root of the ratio of

the Arias intensity of the reference ground motion over thaI of the ground motion under con

sideration.

In contrast with the actual scaling factors. the predicted scaling factors do not vary with

period. The difference between the predicted scaling factors and the actual scaling faclors can

be used to measure the effectiveness of a particular intensit)' index. Consequently. the ratio of

the predicted scaling factor to the actual scaling factor is calculated for each ground motion.

intensity index, ductility level and period value. A ratio of unity indicates that the particular
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inlen~ity Inde~ predicts correctly the factor by which one ground motion has 10 be scaled in

order for the system to achieve the targo:t duclility value In general, these ratios differ from

unity and typically, vary with peflod and dUClility level These ratios will be denoted

"effectiveness" ratios To asses~ the overall effectiveness of a particular intensity index, the sum

of the slluares of the deViatIOn of the effectiveness ratio from unity IS computed. ThiS sum IS

al'cumulated over all dUl·tillty levels and all !!round mouons for the mdex considered In order

to IHO\IJC comparahle results. mean square error per ground motion per ductility level IS calcu,

lated for eJl'h penod value by dJ\ldmg the sum by the product of the number of ground

motions l'Onsldered (e.g four for the first set of g;ound motions and n,nc for the second SCi af

ground motions) and the number of ductility' levels !three for the first set of ground mOllons

;:nd two for the second set of ground motions) In this way', curves of mean square error

versus peflod can he l'Onstrul'led for each of the IOtenslly indices

Similar cunes for the period dependent mtensity characlenlatlOn schemes. such as

mm (A, \', D', can then be constructed by taklOg the minimum mean square error value of the

three basic iniensily indi;:es at each peflod value. The penod values where one of the three

IOtenslly mdlces IS seleCled over the other two can also be determined In the proces~ Ho.... 

ever, due to the preliminary nature of this study, no attempt IS made hele to find the orumal

penod values

2.7 Rrsults and halualion

2,7.1 Actual Scalin~ Factors

In Figures 2.3 and 24. the actual sl'aling faclOr curves of the first set of ground motions

for constant displacement ductility and constant normahled hyslcretit' energy dUl'tllity or 4. 2

and I are presented. The curve for a displacemenl dUClility of B is also shown fe/r Trace II 10

illustrate the response magnitude eifel" mentioned previously'.

Generally speaking, the actual scaling factors for a particular ground mOlion differ slightly

for different ductility levels (Figures 2.3 and 2.41 up to a duclilJty of 4. They might vary l'On-
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slderabJy more for a larger dUl:\ilJly, mdlcating Ihe effecl of response magnitude Indlca,ed prevl

ousiy. The difference among duclility levels of 4, 2 and \ seems 10 be random and there does

not aflpear to be an~' correlalion between duwll\)' level and lhe al'lual scaling faClor While

adual scaling. fa,' tors remain nt:arl~' conSlanl and dnse 10 unlly for Trace II, the~' frequently

d~\\ate from unll)' by a I;onsidcrahle amount and vary substantiallv over fhe period ranges con

,,<It'lcd The laller obSt>~\o1liOI1 suggest, that Cl definicion whllh takes ;nlo ,Keounl Ihls deren

den\'I' on structural peflod stlould he hetter than onc whIch Ignores II In addillon, Ihe aClual

sl;lhn~ farlors dIffer consIderably among the record .... IndKi1lmg thaI. even [or ground mollons

re\.'orded at the sallIe site during the same earthquake. the J[lparenl intensity of Cl ground

mOllon ,'an vary considerably from one record to anolher ~S well as for dlffercnl sHUcturJI

period... Finally, (here docs not seem /() be much difference in [he ,Klual 5calmg factor

hew.een the displacemcnl dUl'lilily and the normal/led hyslerct;r energ~' ductility cases ThIS IS

expected sinl."c all ground motions in thiS sel have' simildr dura/ions of ground ~hJkmg

The aClual scaling faclor curves obtained for the second ScI of ground motions {or con

slanl dlspJaremenl dut'tiJlly levels Dr 4 and I arc presenled in Figure 2.5 For the eaSHh~SI

componcnt of the \940 EI ('enlro rccord. the artual scaling {actors are nearly constant and rela

tively dose 10 unity However. thiS is nOl ~o for records oblained during dlfferenl earthqudkes.

For example, the actual scaling factor curves (or the norrh-south component of the Helena

re,ord differ greatly from unit)' and vary quite significanl1y Wilh pellod. Once ag,t;n, there does

nOI seem to be significant correIalion bel\lleen the actual scaling faCtor and the duc/dl1y !elcL

and lhc aClual scaling faclOrs differ consid.:rably among the records

2.7.2 \lean Square Displart'meDt Ductility Error Curves; First Set or Ground Motions.

To assess the effectiveness of Ihe various inlensily indices considered to characterize Ihe

above response trends, mean square error curves for all intensity indices dre \."ompUled These

are presented in Filure 2.6 for Ihe first set of ground motions and the ease of ,'ons[an[ displal"c

ment ductility. Typically. the mean sQuare error curves vary significantly with the inilial SlrUl"·

lural period In particular. for each intensity mdex. there are certain penod values where Ihe
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mean s(.\uare error curve reaches a minimum For example. the mean square error curves for

peak groul'd aClcleratlOn. pseudo-spectral velocity tal 0.25 semnds) and FOUrier amplilude ~;,

the ground acceleration (at 025 seconds' seem to relKh a minimum at the short penod range,

wherea." the mean square error curves for peak ground velocity. pseudo-spectral vdocity lat

10 se.-ondl and Fourier amplitude or the ground alxeleratlon (al ) 0 second) seem to reach a

mlntmum In the intermediate perIod range t'or peak ground dlsplacemenl. pseudo-spectral

\e1(ll·rt~ I al ,:l :1:1 sCl'onds), and Founer amplitude of the ground aCl'elerallon fat 333 s.econd.,).

the mean square error curves seem to decrease as period inneas" For sp.:ctral InlenSIl~. the

mean squarL' error curve at intermediate and long penod range, seems 10 be slaghtly lower than

10 the short period range For Ana.. mtenslty and root mean .,quare acceleration. the opposlle

Is true

To further simplafy .:omparison llr the effectivenes'i or the v'arious mtenslty indices, the

dvwages cr the m~'ln ,>quare errNS mer the period range conSidered in the study (from 0 )

seconds 10 20 seconds) are computed and lasted In Table 24 10 asv'endtng. order Ry averaging

over l'Cflod. these mdlces negle•• the fact that one Intensity index might he heller than others

at certam period value., Fortunately. for the more effective intensity mdlces. the mean square

error curves arc fairly constant. so that one simple index can be used to rompare the overall

effectiveness or these intensity indil'es From Table 2.4. It appears that spectral mtensit~ al 5"1"

VISCOUS damping is the most effective intensity index with min(PSVI and PSl'j nIl follow c1o,>ely

behmd Spectral intensity calculaled for 20''/01 VISWU., dampmg is slightly' less effective than for

5% viscous damping. Tile worst mtensily indices are rrovided by [AS 0 ~,. PSI o~ ... f 45, .1.1 and

PSI', n. in that order The tradi:innal!y used intensity Index. the fleak. ground acceleration.

seems In be less dfective than the spectral intensity. Arias intenSity an(j root mean square

acceleration for this set of ground motions. The period dependent Intensity s('heme of

minIA,V.DI is only' a .,Iight improvement over lhe use of peak ground acceleration alone

However. for this set of ground mOllons. peak ground accelerallon seems to be beller than

peak ground velocil)' which in turn se~ms to be better than peak ground disjllacemenl.
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2.7.3 Mean Square H)'stfretic Energy Ductility Error Cunes: First Set of Ground Motions.

Because all ground motions in this case hav~ similar durations of strong shaking. it can be

expected that the results based on normalized hysteretic energy will be similar to those for dis

placement ductility. This can be observed from the meltn s1uare error curves shown in Figure

2.7. The observations made previously for constant displacement ductility about the tendency

of the mean square error curves to reach minima at certain period values are equally applicable

here. ·Similarly. lhe averages of mean square errors over the period values considered are cal

culated for the case of constant normalized hysteretic energy and are listed In Table 2.5 in

ascending order. The order is the same as for the case of constant displacement ductilily.

However. because the ground mOlions used here have similar durations of strong shaking. it

should not be concluded that the mtensity of a ground motion IS independent 01 how dam'lge

of the building is measured.

2.7 4 Mean Square Displacement Ductilit)· Error Curns: Second Set of Ground Motions.

The mean square error curves are presented in Figure 2.8 for the second set of ground

motions. Again. the curves tend to decTease toward certain period values. and the trends are

similar to those observed previously for the first set of ground mOlions Therefore. it appears

that these tendencies are related to how good cenain intensity indices are in measunng the

damaging potential of a ground motion in certain period values. Again. averages of the mean

square error curves over the period ranges considered are calculated (0 facilita:e comparisons.

These values are tabulated in Table 2.6 in ascendmg order. Comparing the values of the aver

age mean square displacement ductility error in Table 2.6 to those in Tatole 2.4. it seems that

the values in Table 2.6 are usually considerably greater than those in Table 2.4 for the

corresponding intensity indices (except for PSV02~ and FAS02\). Th;s;s expected since Table

2.6 corresponds to the second set of ground motions which includes a diversified grouping of

ground motions. For PSV025, even though the average mean square error is higher for the first

set of ground motions than for the second st'l of ground motions. the mean square errors in the

short period range, where PSV025 is more effective than at other period ranges. are actually
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lower for the first set of ground motions than those for the second ~e\ (wmpdre Figures 2.6

and 2.8) However. for FAS(l15. both the average mean square error dnL! mean ,,~uare errors in

the short r;;riod range. where F4S(l1~ is also more effective than at other ''''''' rc"fl(ld ranges. are

higher for the first set ground motions than those for the second ~ct !"hI" h due 10 the

Inherent unstable nature of FAS which may vary considerably for slight dill,·.: In pennd value

As memioned previously, to improve stability, Corneller al suggested .,mn"111:l1g fAS over the

neighboring period ranges.

In addition, the order of ranking of the intensity indice, has chan!!,:u,J" I or the second

set of ground motions. minlA,V.DI represents the best way to define ~1(L.n.1 11\(',I,m Intensit~

ThiS conclusion differs from that reached by Nau (Ref. 241 For d "'11:;"1 ,et of ground

motIOns, Nau concluded that sums of pseudo-spectral velocity value., 01 l'l ·.~lilrt. Intermedlatc

and Inng period ranges represent a betler definition of ground m(\'· 'I' IPlcnslty than

min (A. \'.D l. The differem'e may be due to two factors First of all. In: :",ld ", Ih" J\crages of

the pseudo-spectral velocity values over short. intermediate and long PCiH,lI [,in)!e", PSI" c"

PSI' I Oil and PSI' 3 33 are used in this study These \alues would tend to !ll" IU.IIl' morc than the

average over the neighboring period range. Sel:ondl~', the melhOlJ (if ,'I <lllJallOn differs from

that used by Nau. In Nau's study, ground motIOns were first s,'aleu to 11" \,' i he: "Jrne Inlenslt~

index. The scaled ground motions were then used to construcl COn.,\cllll l1',r l,,\(ement duclllit}

spectra, The differences among the spectra were then measured hv Ihl~ lwlfl'Ic'nt ,)f variation

of the required yield strengths. In the study here, the ground motion., <lrc ,>caled 1() achieve the

same ductility. This requires different scaling factors for diffcrcnl peTioli values The

differences between the actual scaling factors and Inose predicted h~ thc "lkn.,l1~ Indices are

measured for evaluating the effectiveness of the intensity indtces.

The conclusion reached for the second set of ground motion recorL!., d!:.O differ-, from that

for the first set. While the reasons for this are not perfect I}' clear. the differ,:ncc suggests that a

single simple index may be unable to charactenze the damaging pOlcntldl or strong earthquake

ground mOlions.

Reproduced from
best available copy
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From Table 2.6, it appears that if a per'0d independent intensity index were to be

selected, Arias intensity (or root mean square acceleration) and peak ground velocity are

equal1y the most effective intensity indices. Peak ground acceleration is slightly worse than

peak ground velocity. Spectral intensity, at SOlo viscous damping, which is the most effective

intensity index for the first set of ground motions, becomes slightly less effective than peak

ground acceleration. This may be due to the inability of SI to ditrerentiate among different

spectral shapes. For the first set of records, spectra are similar and 51 worked wel1. However,

the spectral shapes for the records in the second set vary considerably. In addition, spectral

intensity at 20% viscous damping performed better than at S%, reversing the observation of the

first record set. However, the differences between the results for spectral intensities at S% and

20% viscous damping are smal1 in both cases. Other changes in the order of ranking can be

directly observed by comparing between Tables 24 and 2.6.

2.8 Summar}' and Conclusions

A preliminary investigation on the effectiveness of various schemes for characlerizing the

intensity of a ground motion for s:ructures that response inelastically has been reported.

Inherent in this study is the desire to scale ground motions for the purpose of practical seismic

response analysis and design. Results are obtained for single-degree-of-freedom systems with

elasto-perfectly plastic hystereti, characteristics and 5% viscous damping, considering two sets

of ground mOllons and two measures of structural damage.

It seems that there is a limited range over which ground motion intensity parameters

might be used for scaling. This should always be noted in applying the results of this study.

From observations of Figures 2.3. 2.4 and 2.5, there does not apj)ear to b,: any correlation

between ductility level and the "actual" scaling factor. These factors may deviate considerably

from unity and vary with structural period. In addition, they differ substa:-ltial1y among the

records, indicating the apparent intensity of a ground motion can vary quite significantly even

for ground motions recorded at the same site during the same earthquake. A definition of

ground motion intensity which takes the period dependence into account wil1 general1y be
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better than a definition which ignores II

For the first set of ground motions consisling uf ground motions from the same e~rth

quake slIe. spectral intensity at 5<\'1, viscous damping has been found to be the most effective

index for ,haractenzlOg the dar.1aging potential of a ground mOlion It appears Ihlll spectra)

intenSity c.,kulated for different viscous damping valu{'s may be equally effective However.

for the sewnd set of ground mOl ions. min(A.V.DI b the most effeClive ground motio~l !Oten

s .,' Index. If onl~ one Intensity index is wanted for thIs sel of ground mOllon records. Anas

,nlenslly lind peak ground velocity are equally effective The difference 10 the besl IOtenslt~

indices between the two sets of ground motions su~gests thaI a single simple lOde x may be

unable to characterize the damaging potential of strong earthquake ground mOllons

Because the results arc based on a limited number of structural damage indice.., and

ground mOllon records. additional research using other structural damage indices and more

ground mOlion records to include ncar-fault ground motion records which tend to contilin

acceleration pulses. is recommended. In addition. because the results are based on ground

motion records of similar durations (first record set). the effectiveness of using hysteretic

el,crgy as a damaging index has not been fully explored. Extension of these studies 10 conSIder

other structural viscous damping and hysterelic characteristics ;s also desired
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CHAPTER 3 INELASTIC RESPONSE SPECTRUM METHOD

3.1 Introduclor, Remarks

In the design of buildings to resist strong earthquakes. it has been recognized that the

energy associated with inelastic deformations can be utilized to reduce the design force'.. To

facilitate such design. analytical methods have been developed based on step-by-step integration

of the equations of motion derived from some com.:nient coordinate system. Frequently.

step-by-step Integration is time consuming even for simple structures To expedite computa

tion. I' has been suggested [Refs. 12.32. 33. 39.61. 70. 74. 80. 84. 90] that the equations of

motion be transformed to the initial linear elastic mode shape coordinate system before per

formmg the step-by-step integration. The idea is to take advantage of the fact that for line.ir

elastic struclures under seismic excitation. only the response from the first few modes IS usuall~

significant.

A similar te,hnique for reducing the number of degrees of freedom to be considered In

static analyses of nonlinear Slructures has been suggested using linear bUl'kling shapes as a new

basis (Refs. I. 63. 74]. While transformation \0 the initial linear elastic mode shape (hereaft~r

called simply initial mode shape) coordinate system for inelastic structures leads to coupled

equations. it has been shown [Refs. 12.32.33, 39,61. 70. 73. 80, 84, 90) that computJlIonal

efforts can be reduced by considering a smaller number of equations or by using larger Inlegra

tion lime steps in the modes considered. or both. Variations exist among the implemen!alions

of the modal lransformation concept. Some [Refs. 33, 39.61. 70, 80) have suggested updating

the mode shapes. using the curren! tangent stiffness matrix, al sufficient intervals to reducc thc

amount of coupling. Others [Refs 32, 90) recommend lhott ;he difference between the actual

nonlmear force and the ideal linear resistance force evaluated for the current displacement be

treated as an additional force input into the system.

In spite of these apparent increases in computational efiiciencies, these step-by-step

integration methods are still unsuitable in the preliminary stage of deSign where many analyses
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arc r,ceded to evaluate the sensitIvity of response to various system and ground motion par3me

lers Frequently. only the eSllmates of maximum response quantitIes are needed. rather than

detailed time history data For elastic and Inelastic single-degree-of-freedom systems. response

spe~'tra are ~'ommonly used as a design aid. since vanous maximum response quantities of

Inlerest can be easily obtained For linear elasti~ MDOF systCr.1s. peak modal response quanti

lies can also be estimated from response spectra, Maximum structural response quantities in

Ihe ori~mal mordinate system can then be estimated by appropria'ely' combining the

l'orresrondlng maximum modal response quanllties This method is commonly referred to as

the response spel'trum method and can be generaliled to any orthogonal set of Raleigh-Rill

vectors However. the response spe.:trum method based on modal transformallon IS mosl fre

quently used

The Implementation of Ihe response spcctrum method for the analysis of inelastiC

multlple-degree-of-freedom systems is not slralght-forward, While modal response of a linear

elastll' MDOF syskm can be computed Independently, modal response becomes coupled once

the structure bewmes inelastic II IS uncertain how the modes mteract with each other For

the simple case of one "mode" dominating the response, modal Inleraction may be ignored,

Furthermore, If all the members of the structure YIeld simultaneously. then the response of thiS

multiple-degree-of-freedom systems can be approximated by the response of an c!aslO-rcrfect!y

plastic single-degree-of-freedom system Unfortunately, thiS is nOI always the case

Several procedures [Refs, 3. 6, 10, 13. 16. 17. 38. 54. 56. 91. 98, 99, 100] ha\'e been

used in implementing the response spectrum method for inelastic systems, The reliabilit\ of

these procedures have been l:lVestigated, It was found IRers 98 and 99] that the approximate

oesign rules for single-degree-of-freedom systems can, for all practical purposes. be extended 10

two and three -degree-of-freedom shear-beam type structures with either uniform or "elastically

balanced" stiffness distributions, For t!'ese same systems with mere than three degrees-of·

freedom, the design rules proposed for single-degree-of-freedom systems IRefs, 65. 66. 67. 68.

69J are not sufficient and may lead to an unconserva\lve estimate of maximum deformation <lnd
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required resistance [Refs. 98. 991. Furtherr.1ore, it was fou:1d that the errors tend to increase

as the number of degrees-of-freedom increases. Other studies have been conducted for

multiple-degree-of-freedom moment-resisting frames. It was found [Refs. 3, 19, 38, 54) that

the average ductility factor of all the members is reasonably close to the intended level; how-

ever, local ductility demands may be excessive leading to an unacceptable design. To gain

insight about the way in which conservatisms and unconservatisms are introduced, Baggett and

Martin' [Ref 10) conducted a parametric study of two-degree-of-freedom systems. Based on

the results obtained for a single artificial ground motion. they found the inelastic response spec-

trum method was, in general, conservative. It appears from these studies that the response

spc,trum method can be used for the preliminary analysis of inelastic MDOF systems; but,

further refinement in the implementation of the method is needed

3.2 Equation or Motion

For structures subjected to earthquake loadings, the equation of motion in some con-

venient coordinate system can be written as

[Mlliil+[(']!u I+!R(\u IJI=-[Mllr Ii.i~ 13 11

where [MI, reI are the mass matrix and damping matrix. of the structure respectively. The

resistance of the structure is denoted by IR flu Ill. The dbplacement response of the structure

is denoted by lu l. with a dot representing differentiation with respecl to time. The earthquake

base excitations are represented by -[M!lr!U/l' where Irl is a vecto~ relating the structural

degrees of freedom to the ground movement while ii~ denotes the ground acceleration.

To gain insights on modal coupling and the extent of modal interac!ion when a MDOF

structure yields. it is illustrative to examine the response of a struc;ure in its initial modal coor-

dinate system. ThIS may be carried out by computing the structural response in the original

coordinate system and then transforming the response to the initial modal coordinate system.

It should be emphasized that this change of basis can be done for both linear ela~;{ic as well as

indastic structures. After the transformation, we obtain
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(2)

where

/M"1= {riJl' {M}{riJJ

{C,J-{rJ,1' {C}{<bJ

II' ,,1 = {1J/'{Mlir I
ar.d [<bl IS a m... tnx whosc columns consist of (he mode shape vectors derived from the elastic

stlffnes.. matrix of th~ structure The vector I r: is related to iu: by :u:={<b/i r:. and

represenh the generalized Jisplat:ements In the inillal modal l'Oordlnates The transformed

mass matrix. {.\I"J. is diagonal. If damping is mass or stiffness proportional. or both. the

transformed damping malrlX. {e"l. is also diagonal. When the structure becomes melastlc thc

set of equatIOns will be ::oupled. however. because (rj,/'I R nrl J: /the product may be called the

modal force veClOr) depends on all the generalized displat:ements For small amounts of non

linearity. anai:...c.. can be greatly simplified by neglecting the coupling However. when

Significant amount of nonlinearity is expected. the transformed sel of equations will be hlghl~

cGupled

The transformed equalion.. can he wnllen in component form as follow

M };"ci":<bl'(RnrlJl=-rll, l3JI

where .\1 and C are the "i"lh diagonal terms of the transformed mass and damping matnx.

respecllvely It IS deSirahle to replal'e the equations hy

041

where R rr J depends only on Y in a nonlinear manner. In such a case. it IS possible to evalu-

ate modal response independently and to implement the response spectrum method for the

analysis of inelasllc MDOF systems

.l.l Scope or Stud~

The purpose of the study in this chapter is to explore and evaluate a rational procedure

for implemenllng the response spectrum method for preliminary analysis of inelastic multiple-

degree-of-freedom systems. For this :>urpose. inelastic structural response is examined in the
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initial modal .coordinate system. Particular attention is 'ocused on the independence of the

modal responses and the relative change in response co ltributions of the modes (Le. whether

or not higher mode contributions increase as a result of yielding and, if so, how much).

The analytical and design implications of Ihe observed modal behavior are discussed.

Tentative definitions of modal yield strength, yield displacement and modal ductility are

offered Expressions relating the defined modal ductility to story ductility are derived The

reliability of the defined modal hysteresis model for predicting response is assessed A pro

cedure for implementing the response spectrum method for analysis of inelastic MDOF systems

and its reliability are discussed.

3.4 IDelastir Strurtural Response in the Modal Coordinate Slstem

The purpose of this section is to study the inelastic st~uctural response of some typical

uniform buildings in th"ir modal coordinate systems. While Raleigh-Ritz coordinate systems

could also be used, initial modal coordinates are used el(c1usively herein due to their prevalence

10 deSIgn The observations made here will form the basis for formulating a procedure for

implemenling the response spectrum method for the analysis of inelastic multiple-degree-of

freedom systems

ror simplicity in analysis, only shear· beam type buildings are considered. All the build

ings have uniformly distributed mass, linearly distributea story stiffness and elasto-perfectly

plastic story force-displacement relationships. Mass and stiffness proportional damping has

been assumed for the buildings with 5% damping in the first and last mode. The earthquake

excitation used is the east-west componenl of the 1934 EI Centro earthquake ground motion

3.4.1 Building Number One

To investigate the modal hysteretic characteristics, a five-story shear building is analyzed

in its original coordinate system by the con,puter program, DRAIN-2D (Ref. 77). The story

strengths are derived from the Uniform Building Code requirements, including a concentrated

force at the roof to account for higher mode effects. To account for safety factors encountered
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in design, these working stress level story shears are tripled. The physical and modal properties

for the structure are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The mode shape vectors are calculated

and normalized so that their vector lengths are unity (see Table 3.2/ The structure is analyzed

for the 1934 EI Centro (EW) earthquake ground motion [Figure 311 To ensure sufficient ine

lastic: deformation, the ~round motion is scaled up by a factor of two. The resulting time his

tories of the lateral story displacement vector and the resistance force vector IlR (u l: In Eq

3 I) are then transformed into the initial modal coordinate system so that the effects of Incla"tll'

deformation of the structure on the modal response and the modai hy"teretic characleri"tics can

be examined.

The relationships between story shear and story drift are plotted In Figure 3.2 From

these figures. 1\ appe.us that moderate amount of inelastic defnrmation occurs In every story

The peak story drift ductililie.. are listed in Table 3.2 h seems that slory dL:ctilities are gen

erally uniform. ranging from 1.2 to 18 ThiS may not be always the case. as OIher investiga

tions [Refs 22, 23. 24, 791 have reported thai ductilities may be concentrated in some stories

The observed untform ductility distribution can be attributed to the dominance of the first

mode in the struct~ral response and the similarity between the resistance force vector when all

stories are yielding in the same direction. IR, J and the external force required to displace the

building in the first mode (see Figure 331.

The relationshiJ'ls between Ith,: 'I R nr:)1 and )' for the five modes are shown In Figure

3.4. it appears that only the first mode exhibits significant hysteretic loops. These resemble the

elasto-perfectly plastic characteristics of the members of the structure However, the transitions

10 yielding and to unloading are not as sharp. The gradual transitions are due to progressive

story yielding

Since the first mode exhibits significant hysteretic loops. its modal response merits further

examination. The computed instantaneous firs: mode "stiffness" when the structure yields

along with the yielding stories are hsled in Table 3.4. II appears that when the structure is par

tially yielding (nol all the stories are yielding), the values of the first mode's tangent "stiffness"
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can be erratic. ranging from negative to greater than the initial elastic modal stiffness. The

structure is in partially yielding when it is in transitions from elastic to complete yielding or

when ground shaking is not strong enough to cause a complete yielding of the structure (all the

stories are Yielding).

Some of the negative stiffness values occur when the earthquake load and the modal dis

placement. I t'l. continue to increase This is because some stories are observed to unload and

become elastic while the increaSing earthquake loads further concentratt: Inelastic deformation

in 'hr:~e stories that continue to yield. This changes the shape of the resistance force vector.

IR I. Thus. the "modal force". which is the product of the transpose of the first mode shape

vector and the resistance force vector. may decrease. while modal displacement increases. Con

sequently. the effective tangent modal stiffness becomes negative. On the other hand. the first

mode tangent "stiffness" has been observed to increase above the initial elastic modal stiffness

on occasions. This occurs when the overall magr.itude of the resistance force vector increases

while one or more. but not all. of the stories are yielding Because the yielding is localized to

few stories. the displacement vector is highly distorted making higher mode coniribution more

significant and lower mode contribution less significant. This leads to a proporllonally less first

mode displacement and therefore higher first mode stiffness.

For the building considered here. the amount of time during ~'hich these erratic hysteretic

characteristics occur is short so that generally speaking. the hysteretl.. curve for first mode is

fairly stable and resembles the elastp-perfectly plastic characteristics of the members of the

structure Furthermore. it can be estima,...:d from Figure 3.4 that the first mode ductility is

about 1.5 which corresponds to the average of all the story ductilities.

Supedcially. it appears that the product. lib d' IR I I is the maximum force that can be

developed in the first mode. where IR ,I is the vector of story yield strengths. This may be the

case if IR,I is parallel to Ilbd. However. this is not always the case and there may be some

resistance force vector. IR r1 YIJI. which, by being closer in direction to the first mode shape

vector than, IR II, produce a higher effective modal force than the produci. lib d'i R,I. For the
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present building. the shapes of the first mode shape vector and the resistance force veClOr,

IR .1. are generally similar (see Figure 35) Thus. the product. 1m II 'iR.:. may actually

represent the maximum force in the first mode of the building

To examine the degree to which the mterferem:e from other modes resulting from yield

109 of the strul'ture affects the displacement response in the first mode, trials were made to find

an elaslo-perfectly plastic single-degree-of-freedom system whllh, when subjected to the EW

1934 EI Centro ground motion, would result in the same maximum displacement as that of the

maximum first mode displacement, r I.",",. of the present bUildIng The single-degree-of·

freedom system h.ls the same period and damping as the first mode of the buildmg While It

may he possihle to find an etlulvalent inelastic slngle-degree-of-freedom s\,stem that results In

the same maximum modal displacement in spite of significant modal interference, the required

Yield strengths Will usually be different if significant modal Interference exists In the present

case, the required yield qrength of the single-degree-of-freedom sy'stem is found to be Q 90

Newtons compared to 9,98 Newtons. the maximum of the product. :11,,: 'iR: So, il appear,

that the Interference from other modes is insignificant. This is also eVident by compari'1g the

displacement time histories of the equivalent single-degree-of-freedolT' sy'slem and of the first

mode of the building. as shown in Figure 3,6 It seems that the tWO fllne histories are almost

identical except towards the end, This may' be due 10 the slight difference in the ",a~lmum dis,

placements which are not exactly matched. I... addillon. the period and damping values used for

the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system are not the exact values correspondmg to the

firsl mode of the building under study as a result of truncation These factors and modal

interference may' largely account for tile diffcrenl'e lowards the very end of the displa\:ement

time histories

To the extent that lhe well-behaved first mode hysleretk characteristics are due 10 the

similarity belween the story yield strength distribution and t he story shear forces induced in lhe

first mode. there is a need for fUrl her investigatio~1 for other buildings and ground motions In

the ~p.xt secllOn. a bUlldmg WI I! be studied WhICh has been designed so that the first IWO modes
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both c0ntribute significantly to the story shear

3.4.2 Buildina Number Two

This building has the same uniform mass distribution as building number one. The story

stiffness is agam linearly distribuled and story hysteretic charactenstics are assumed 10 be

elaslO-perfectly plastIC. However. the new building has an initial fundamental period of 1.60

seconds compared 10 0.53 seconds for the last building. From an e)(amination of the elastic

pseudc)-;:Icceleration spectrum [Figure 37]. it is estimated that the response of Ihe first two

modes is e)(pected to contribute 10 Ihe response. The slOry shear strengths are agam derived

from the Unifol m Building Code which provides a concentrated force at the roof to account for

higher mode effects. However. to obtain a desired level of yielding. no fartor of safel)' is used

10 increase slory strengths of this building. Moreover. the structure is analyzed for three t:mec,

the 1934 EI Centro (EW) earthquake ground motion. The phYSical and modal properties fer

thiS building are summarized in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. The mode shape vectors normalized so

thaI their vector lengths are unity are identical to those for building number one The resulting

analysis time histories of the lateral story displacement vector and the story resistance force

vector are again transformed to the initial modal coordinate system

The relationships between the story shear and story drift are shown in Figure 3.8. From

these plols. it appears Ihal a moderate amount of inelastic deformation occurs in all stories

The peak story drift ductilities are listed in Table 33 and range from 1.5 to 5.0. With an average

of 2.8 and a coefficient of variation of 0.51. It appears that the story strengths. distributed

according to UBC recommendations. now result in story ductilities far from uniform.

The relationships between 1lf>,I'IR f1 rIll and Y, for the five modes are shown in Figure

3.9. In terms of modal displacement. only the first three modes are significant. However. to

evaluate story deformation requirements. it is useful to eum;ne the story drifts corresponding

10 the maximum modal displacements because the shapes of higher mode~ are more irregular

lhan those for the lower modes. This will give some insight inlo the contribution of each mode

10 the story ductility requirements. These are shown in Figure 3.10. It seems that only the
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first three or four modes are significant in deforming the building

By exammlng the modal h}'Sleretll' characterislics in Figure 3,9. II appears that the to) 3-

tereslS loops of the tirst two modes are similar to an Ideal hilmear model. For the third mode,

"Ylcldinl!-" seems 10 OClur at ver~' small modal fOll'es 11 may be difficul! 10 model this mode

Independently as being bilinear Because the response for the fourth and fif~h modes IS les..

'1gn,filant. il may not be necessary 10 model them at all

.~.4 ..~ BUildin. "umber Thre...

II \l.8S observed fhal bUilding number two dId not have very uOIform story dUlIJ!llies

"" hen subJected to the 1934 [I Centro (EW) earthquake ground mollon ThIS IS apparent:' a

lonscquencc of the contribution of the higher modes to the respo",c In this section. an

dltcm!'t IS mdde to modify the story slrengths to achIeve a more Uniform story ductlllt' dlsln-

but Ion

For thiS budding, all properties are the same as for buildmg number two except the slOry

strcngths arc modified as follow,

F""'" = IJ-al. I F"'lI
I I IJ.(J/J 1 I I

0,5)

where F, IS Ihe required Jth story strength and }J..!' , is the Jth story ductility I., this way.

stones with ductilities higher than the first story ductlilly' will have their strengths IOl'Ieascd.

while stones With ductility smaller than the first swry ductility will have their strength.,

decreased The choile of first story as reference here is arbitrary: in practice. one might use the

desired ductility level 10 change all values of F" The resultlOg physical propcrlies for the

huilding are summallled j"1 Table 3,7 The modal propertic'i are the same as those in Se.-lion

J42 The slru(\ure is again subjected to three times the 1934 EI Centro earthqua' e ground

motion 10 the east-west direction, The resultmg time hislorics of displacement vector and resis-

tance force vector are again transformed to the modal coordinate syslem.

The resulting story ductilities are listed in Table 3.6 They range from 1,7 to 2,7, with an

average of 24 and a coefficient of variation of 0,19, Compared to the bUilding in the last
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section, the story ductilities are more uniformly distributed, indicating the modification of story

strengths by Eq. 3.5 is satisfactory.

Once again, the first three or four modes contribute significantly to the SlOry deformation

requirements as can be seen from the plot in Figure 3.11 of story drifts corresponding to each

of the maximum modal displacements. The modal hystereses for the first three modes are

shown in Figure 3.12. They are very similar to those of building number two

3.4.4 Buildin~ NumlK'r Four

Rather than using the time consuming iterative procedure suggested in lhe previous sec

tion \0 reduce the variation in story ductility demands resulting from higher mode effeCls. 1\

would be desirable to obtain a better starting slOry shear strength dist"ibution by using response

spectrum and modal analysis procedures. It is thus interesting to compare the response of a

building designed according to the simplified UBC shear distribution and that of a buildlOg

designed using an elastic response spectrum. Maximum story shears are estimated by combin

ing the peak story shears due to each mode, obtained from the elastic response spectrum. by

the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-square modal combination (SRSSl method. These elastic

story shears are then reduced to achieve a comparable level of inelastic deformations and

assigned as design story shear strengths. For this building. the reduction factor used for each

mode is constant and selected such that the first story yield strength (base shead is the same as

that of huilding number two. The reduction factor is found to be 342. The phYSIcal properties

for the building are summarized in Table 3.8. The normalized mode shape vectors and other

modal properties are the same as those in Section 3.4.2. The structure is again subjected to

three ,imes the 1934 EI Centro earthquake ground motion in the east-weSI direction. The

resulting time histories of the displacement vector and the resistance force vector are

transformed to the initial modal coordinate system,

The resulting story drift ductilities are listed in Table 3.3. They r'lnge from 1.9 to 3.2

with an average of 2.4 and a coefficient of variation of 0.17. Compared to building number

two, which is designed according to the UBC distribution, the present story ductilities lire
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smaller (even with the same base shead and more uniformly distributed It should be noted

that in practice, the reduction factors needed to reduce the story strengths obtained from elastiC

response spectrum method for uniform story ductility and desi~ed level of deformallon are not

known, so that a direct application of such method may be ditlkult ThiS example merely

shows the need for Incorporating the effects of higher modes when they contribute signlficantl\

to the story durtility requirements.

Ont'e again, only the first three modes exhibit signi[.,ant modal h~stereses. these h~ s

tereses are shown in Figure 3.13. They arc very similar in character 10 those observed pre\l

ously

,~5 t\nal~'fical and D('si~n Implications

To implemenl an resp<'nse spectrum method for analysis of Inelastic MDOr s\stems, 1\ IS

nece.,.,ar~ to have some hysteretic model to characterize the modal beha'ior of the struClure.

While it is recognlled thaI the modal behavior can be highly COUpled, the observed relationship

between the transformed displacement and force veclOrs in the initial modal coordination sys

tem suggests that simple hysteretic models may be used to independently describe the beha'ior

in each of the more Significant modes. The purpose of this section is to develop a simple

modal hysteresis model, examine some of the problems with the model and evaluate the

current practices of implementing the response spectrum method in terms of this model and

the observed modal behavior.

3.5.1 !'iudal H~sfl'r('~.is Modl.'l

Based on the observed form of the transformed modal responses, the modJI hystcrcsls

model is assumed 10 be I::lasto-perfectly plastit' Definitions of modal ~'Ield strength ,tOd yield

displacement are developed. Subsequently, the relatiollship belween modal dUt'tilities a;,d slor~'

ductilities will be demonstrated.

The modal yield strength of a given structure is defined as let>,: ItK/id>, Ir", where ld>: r,

is the maximum distortion of the structure in the direction of that mode shape vector jusl
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before any yIelding in the structure occurs The mndal yield displacement is denoted as Y".

The definition of medal yield point is illustrated in Figure 314. Assuming no interference

from other modes, this modal yield point corresponds to the point on a plol of modal force

versus modal displacement where deviation from the initial linear elastic path starts For sim

plicity. the modal yield strength will be denoted by Iet>.: 'IR"i for the ith mode Note this

differs from the total story Yield shear capacity. (R,I. defined in Section 3.4.1. While the

defined modal yield point corresponds 10 a dist,nct point on the modal force-displacemu:' plot.

depending on the story yield strength distribution. the modal force may increase until all stories

yield, increase to a certain point then starts to decrease until all stones yield. or may decrease

un~il all stories yield beyond the modal yield point (see Figure 3.15) The modal forc'e will

remain constant once all stories have yielded if all members of the strurture have e1aslo

perfectly plastir forre-deformation relationship

up to now. in defining the modal yield point. it has been assumed that each mode acts

Independently and that maximum modal responses not only -Drcur al different times. but also

that at the time when the response due to anyone mode is sufficient to Induce yielding in at

least one of the stories. the combined response due to all other modes is insignificant. Inese

dssumptlons are not valid since yielding of the structure depends on the total contributions of

all the modes al any instant of time. It is entirely possible for the modal hysteresis loops to

deviate prematurely from the ideal curve (like paths a and b in Figure 3.16) a~ a result of the

combined response of all modes. It is also possible that the hysteresis loops would deviate from

the ideal curve (like paths c and d in Figure 316) due to destructive modal interference delay

ing structural yielding. Thus. it would greatly improve the modal hysteresis model if the com

bined response due to all the other modes could be taken into account in determining modal

yield strength. Typically. the previous definition of modal yield slrength will be satisfactory for

those modes that dominate the response. because when the modal response reaches its max

imum. the combined response due to all the flther modes is likely to be insignificant. For these

modes, the defined modal yield dir-placement will generally be exceeded if lhe slructure under-
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goes some moderale amounl of ineJasllc deformation while the defined modal yield strength

are developed unless other significam modes (if there are any) also attain [heir maxima al

aboul the same lime. This can be seen by examining the data in Section 3.4

However. for the less significant modes. the assumpllon of modal Independence IS uSLJall~

nOl salJified oecal";e Ihe combmed response due to the other mode." particularly the dominat

ing modes (even when these modes are nol at their ma\lma). will be grealcr [han or equal [()

the r('spor,sc of the weak modes. For these weak modes. the modal displal·ement might also

e'(ceed the defined modal yield displacement TYPIl:ally. lhe distribution of lhe Induced stor~

shear force will vary slgnifkantly With lime if more than one mode IS responsl\e to the ground

mOlion In this case. if IS reasonable 10 expe('1 Ihal the structure mighl yIeld paniall} for an\

slOr} ~ Icld strength distribution selected If yielding IS concentrated in onl~ certain floor.,. lhe

dlsplal';:d shap.: of the strUl'ture can become highly distorted Conseqllentl~. larger modal diS

placements in the higher modes and slightly smaller modal displacements in the lower modes

Ihlln would have resulted from a more uniform pallern of yielding can be antiCipated On the

other hand. if a structure_ whose members all have an elllslo-perfel'lly plcstic force-deformallon

relalionship. is yielding completely. each mode would act as if it is Yleldmg Independenll~ and

there Will be no interaction between Ihe modes. While the modal displacements in the higher

modes might in these cases exceed the defined 1"'" hI yield displacements. the l'orrespondlOg

modal for('cs rarely reach the defined mod<J1 yield strengths.

Another point aboul the mod<J1 hysteresIs m,>del should 10 be noted For the 10l'cr

modes. modal hysterelll' characteristics will generally be bilinear for the Iype of strul.'turc fan·

sidered here. "\ generaL il is difficult to predict the exact post-yieldinl; 'lilfness characteflStK'

and lhe elaslo-perfeclly' plaslic model is inslead used 10 idealize Ihe modal hy·stcrelJc charac

teristics. It is thought that the use of elasto-perfectly plastic modal modei is a reasonable

approximation in this case. On the other hand. the interference of modes due 10 the con,en·

trated partial yielding of the ~tructure can lead to large modal displacements in the higher

modes. which in many cases, exceed their modal yield displacements Since the modal force is
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not expected to exceed the modal yield strength in the higher modes, the use of elasto-perfcctly

plastic model logether with the defined modal yield strength could lead to unconservative

response predictions in the higher modes.

3.5.2 Rt'lationship Brtwl"en the Modal Ductility and Story Ductilitit's

In this seclion, un exact expression relating the defined modal ductility to story ductilities

will be developed. Modal duc:ility will be definrd simply as the maximum modal displacement

divided by the defined modal yield displacement. Since the jlh 5101 Y displacement in the IIh

mode (I'; ) and Ihe ilh modal dIsplacement (Y,l are related by \. ;=~'" Y. where eb! is the jth

entry of the ith mode shape vector. the maximum jth story displacement in the ith mode is

(36)

Because modal displacements are related to slOry displacement through coordinate transforma-

tion and can be viewed as describing response in a diffeient coordinate system, lhe relations

given above and later are valid whelher the structure remains linear elaSli( or nol.

Subtracting from Eq. 3.6 an equation corresponding to lhe (J.J lIh story, we gel

Dividing EQ. 3.7 by the jtt. story yield displacement (F"./), we gel

13.7)

Il .1

or

O.7b)

0.8)
reb ,. -do, I., HY., )

Il .. ,= /l.
1\'.1

where Il,.' is the jth slOry ductility in the ith mode and ~,' is the modal ductility of the ilh

mode. The product (f/I,,-eb, \,') r,., is the story drift when Ihe slructure is distorted in the

direction of the ith mode shape vector by the amount Y,... Eq. 3.8 can also be wrillen as

or
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KJIb, .-Ib, I )(Y,,)
~,.,= F ~,

, .'
0.9)

The product 1\, (If" -If" I, I Y" IS the induced jth stor~ shear force when the structure displace-

ment i~ given hy lib: r, corresponding to the initial yleldmg of the struclure In Eq 39, F,

reJ1~esents Ihe yield strength of the Ihe jlh story Thus, we have arrived at an exprC'Slon relilt-

Ing stor~ duc,tlhtle~ to modill du(\illlle~

If we l'onslder illl modill contributions uSing Ihe SRSS comhlnatlon method then

(1101

where /1-" IS the .Ith story dunihty It should be noted thai the relation bet~een stor\ dUl'lIIi-

ties and modal ductlhtle~ depends on the story yield strength.. In addlilOn, the above relatlon-

ship hetween the modal ducll:1lI <.Ind story ductilities is Irue regardless of how the modill \ leld

dlSplac'emcnt IS defined Only the numerical values of /1- ,J' , will (hange for different definition..

of the modal yield displilcement

~.5.~ Rt'liabilit~ of tht' \1odal H~ ..t('r('.. is \1odl'1

To e\'lluale the rehahllity of Ihe modal hysteresis model. modal yield strengths fnr hudd-

ings number two through four are compuled as defined earher and maxImum modal displan:-

menlo, are cak'ulated independently from the c'omputed modal yield strengths These 'c'nm-

puted" maximum modal di ..plilcements are then divided hy (he mndal yield displJrement~ anu

<Ire l<lheled "com pUled" dUl'tility in Tahle 3.9. "Actual" maxim'Jm modal dlsplacemenh are

obt<lined by modal transformation of the displace,ment c<lkulaled h\ DRAI~,2D These

"actual" maxImum modal displacements arc ag<lin divided by Ihe modal yield dlsplac'emenh and

are labeled "actual" modal ductillly in T<lblc 39. In general. the wmpuled modal ducllhtle~ are

less th<ln the aC'lual modal ductilities. For higher modes, thIS IS expected as dIscussed prl'\I-

ously However, for lower modes, the results are unexpected. AppJrentlv. the assumed

elaSlO-perfectly plaslll modal hysteretIC' model docs not realistically descnhe the modal resJ'onse

and deviations from Ihe Ideal curve due to modal IIlterfereOl:e mentioned previoush (Figure

3.16) signlficanll~' Innuence the modal response.
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By applying Eq. 3.9, the story ductilities corresponding to each mode can also be com-

puted. If the modal contributions are combincC: by the SRSS method. then Eq. 3.10 can be

used to compute the story ductilities. The~t: are listed in Tahle 310. In addition to the actual

stor~' ductilities obtained from DRAIN2D, story ductilities, computed by combining the story

drifts due to the actual maximum modal displacements by the SRSS method, are also listed

These are labeled SRSS stor~ ductility in Table 3.10 By comparing the actual, SRSS and

predicted story ductilities, it appears that the errors involved by the SRSS method and using the

proposed modal yield strength to predict structural response are of about the same order of

magnilude.

3.5.4 ['a'ualion of ('urrent Practices of Implementin~ the Response Spectrum Method

It is useful to review the way the response spectrum method i< used In the design of

MDOt systems at present For elastic design. the required jth SIDiY shear in the ith mode. F: .,'

is

F: ,,= (F;)(Sd)((':J

where F; is the jth story shear force due to unit ith modal displacement. SJ, is the maximum

modal displacement determined from elastic design spectrum and r,. is IdJ, l' 1MItrl over

!dJ, If 1MI! dJ, l. The required jth story shear strength, F, .,. is (by SRSS modal combination

method)

D, I ))

One advantage of this method is the ease by which SJ can be obtained from elastic design

spectra. This makes the evaluation of Eq. 3. I I very easy, and enables quick assessment of

alternate designs

Typically. under current practices (Refs. 3, 6, 10. 13, 16. 17.38.54,56.91.98,99. 100),

to implement the response spectrum method for analysis of inelastic multiple-degree-of-

freedom systems. it is assumed that the responses among the "modes" are independent The

adequacy of the assumption has been discussed previously, Furthermore. it is usually assumed
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'hat the hysteretic characteristics (i.e. the relation between II/> l'IRfl rill and Y,I in all the

modes are identical to some "global" hysteretic characteristics of the structure (one possible

definilion of the global ductility relating to local member ductililles can be found in Refs 3, 22,

23. 24. 38, 19) if the hysteretic characteristics of the structure and meml)er differ From Ihe

observations made in Section 3.4, such assumptions regarding a modal hysteresis model are not

unreasonable

Furthermore. the ductilit} demands in the modes that are Included In the analysis are fre-

quently assumed to be uniform and the same as some measure of the "global" ductillt) For the

simple case of one mode dominating the response. such an assumption appears reasonable

However. an examination of Eq. 3.10 suggests lhal modal ductililles and member duCldJlles are

not the same and, In ~eneral. these terms should not be interchanged

When the structure undergoes inelaslic defOltr'.ation. it is e\pe::ted lhal the stor\ strengths

required for elastic response can be r!:duced Howevt:i, uJli,l<e the c~se of an ideal Inelastic

SDOF system. II IS unclear how the reduction in s.ory strengths is relaled 10 the story or modal

ductilities. Thi:; relationship can be examined as follows by using the resulls obtained in Sec-

tion 3.4 It will be assumed that the story yield strengths reqUired 10 achieve uniform slOry

ductilities are known and are denoted as F:"'·'. then Eq. 3.11 for Inelastic structures becomes

S.t
(_1 r ()~

1'1

fF;"r )1 (n )1 IF? )' (Fi' )2 S",
(F:"J' )1 (F J)' (rj )2 (F'f. )1

(-' r;J'
I' ,

U12I

(F;";;'J' (F"I) , (F,;)' (F;") , S"(-" r,:J~

I'"

One can solve for lhe ", ·s. These ",'S are [he reduClion faclors due to the inelasllc ener!?\ dls-

sipalion capacity of Ihe structure lherefore. any change from the elastic design can he inter-

preted as reductions in story shear contribution of the modes. expressed by the reduction fac-

tors. I"S as shown in Eq. 3.12. Under current pr"clices. Ihe ,.,'s are assumed to be the ratio

between the inelastic and clastic response spectra construCled for the SDOF systems. The
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actual I','S corresponding to buildings number two to four &rc obtained by solving Eq. 3.12 and

listed in Table 3.11.

For these same buildings. modal yield strengths have been computed in the previous sec

tion. Mmimum story yield strengths for elastic response can also be obtained from Eq 3.11

corresponding to p, equals 10 unity in Eq 3.12. For these story yield strengths. another set of

modal yield strengths can be computed. By comparing these modal yield strengths with the

correspondir.g modal yield strengths computed in the previous section. another set of reduction

factors. IT .• can also be obtained represt'ntin~ the effect of inelastic deformation on modal yield

strengths These redllction factors are also Itsted '" Table 3.11 In general. the values for the

two sets of reduction factors are differ~nt. unless the II'S in Eq. 312 are the same for all the

m:>des. In such a case. the direction of the vector cont"lIling story yield strengths (the ief!

hand ..ide of Eq 3.12) does not change Consequently. the modal yield strength i.. changed hy

the same factor as the ,.,'s Note that even though the story yield strengths for building

number four are selected such that ,.,'s are the same. actually computed /I,'S listed in Table

3.11 deviate slightly from uniformity due to truncation error in the actual story yield strengths

used. Similarly. the actually computed IT,'S for building number four deViate slightly from uni

formity for the same reason

In considering the difference between the reduction factois.,. and 'T" it is worth pointing

out that the modal yield strength. as defined. of a structure whose story shear strengths are

obtained from Eq. 31 I corresponding to elastic design. is nut (5<1)(1' ,')K,' where K: is the ini

tial linearly elastic modal stiffness. The difference between (5<1), (r :)K: and the defined modal

yield strength of a structure designed elast;cally by Eq. 3.11 to three times the 1934 EI Centro

earthquake ground motion in the east-west direction is shown in Table 3.12 In summary. I', IS

used to reduce the spectral displacement of an elastic response spectrum tn account for inelastic

deformation, while (f, represents the reduction in the modal vield strength due to structural

yielding.

It is difficult to predict structural response from the",'s values. For example. by compar-
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ing t~.e II,'S used in buildings number Ihree and four (see Table 3 11 J, one might infer that the

story ductilities should be different However, an examination of the slOry ductilities In these

build:!1gs <Table 33) shows dose similarities. In contrast, thIs similarity in structure behavior

IS easily understood by' making a comparison between lhc reductions in modal yield strengths.

". (see Table 3111.

II IS Interesting to consider the situation under which the currenl pracllcc of specifYIn~

I' 's will result 10 desirable slory dUClilitles If the excitation and structure are such Ihat only

the lowesl mode is excited 10 cause significant story' shears WIth litlle combined contTlbulion

from all the other modes. the required Slory strengths in Eq 312 Will be dominated by the

contTibution from that mode only In such a case. it is inSignificant what redunion factors arc

used for higher modes. IOcludlOg assuming them to he same as /' like in the currenl praclices

UnfoT!unately. it is generally nOI pOSSible to delermine, a flf/on, the values for either set

of redul'tlon factors so thaI uniform story ductility dlstribulJon will result. Thus. in a trpical

deSign Sl!uallon. one can nOI directly compute the story ~'Ield strength~ from Eq 3 12 Rather.

it i~ best 10 assume the magnitude and distnbu:lOn of stor~' yield strengths and compute the

modal yield strengths. Then, by using response spectra conslructcd for Inclastic SOOF systems.

modal du~tllttles and consequently. the story' ductilities Cdn be eSllmated to cvaluate Ihe ade

Quacy of the assu med story yield str;nglhs.

35.5 SU~ltt-st('d Proct'durt' for Impiementintl the Rcsponst' Spt'ctrum Mfthod

To u"e inelastic spectra mnstrul'led for SDar systems ill the deSign of MDOF system".

the follOWing Ilerative procedure is suggested

«) Assume slory yield strenglhs, F, " (maybe usmg a code pro~'edurc or employing EQ 3.12

and assuming some uniform value for I' )

(2) Calculate T:1odal properties, l.ulJ<bI.K ',f ',l' ',m,', etc.

m Calculate modal yield strength, l<b,I':R,,1
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(4) From modal yield strengths and inelastic reSf)on.,~ spectrum, calculate modal ductilities,

#l.

(5) From modal ductilities, calculate #l'.1 according to Eq 39 using the as',umed story yield

strengths

(61 Using Eq 3iO. find combined slor~' ductilities, #luI!,

(7) fheck whether #lu/l.1 IS satisfactory or not If not, modify story yield strengths using Eq

3.5 or a similar relation. then go back to step 3.

The accura~y of the suggested procedure depends greatly on two factors. The first factor

is the ability to define equivalent inelastic SDOF systems for reliable prediction of the inelastic

response spectrum. The other factor is the accuracy of the SRSS modal combination method

for predicting the combined story ductilities. The assumptions made in defining the modal

yield point (that maximum modal responses occur at different times and that when the

response in anyone mode IS sufficient to cause yielding in at least one of the stories. the com

bined response due to other modes is insignificant) are not consistent with the concept underly

ing the SRSS modal combination llltthod. However. it appears that In general the SRSS

method might be cC'nservative: this conclusion may be quite different under different condi

tions.

3.5.6 Example

To illustrate the procedure, a six story shear building is selected. Story yield strengths are

derived from UBC requirements. The building has a linearly distributed story stiffness. Mass

and stiffness proportional damping has been assumed for the building with 5% damping in the

first and last modes. The properties of the building are listed in Table 313

The response of the building under tile east-west component of the 1940 EI Centro earth

quake ground motion is calculated by the computer program, DRAIN-2D, and listed in Table

3.14. Response calculated using the proposed procedure (steps I through 6) is also listed in

Table 3.14. As can be seen, the story ductilities predicted are within satisfactory range of the
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story dUdillties compuled by using DRAIN·2D except at the firsl story Apparently, the pro

posed model hysteresis model IS not adcquale for the higher modes Refined definlllon of the

modal yield POint may be needed In IhlS case One pmsibilily is 10 assume some lO:lIal S!(Jr~'

'ihear forl'es, representing the presence of lower mode rcsponse, In determining the modal \feld

strengths of thc higher modes Questions aboul how much the millal story shear fOf\:es should

he l'an onl\ be answered It1 a more comprehenSive study usmg more slrucbres and ground

mOl Inns 1\ Will not be pursued further her\,;

Four shear-heam ty'pe structures have heen analpcd The response IS thcn lransformed

to their initial linear elaslK mode shape coordlOate s~''item, The re!.lllonshll1 hClween the

transformed dlSpl;Kemenl and re'iistance force vectors IS exammed It .... ilS found that Jnc!a"llc

response is dominated hy thc lower mode" as in the clastIC ca"e for thiS l\pe of structure

Althou!!-h modes are expected 10 interfere with each olher. the modal hystereses of thc lo .... .:r

modes can he adequately modeled as helng hili near Modal Interference has Illtle elfec'l on

Ihese mode~, EXl'ept the rase where thc slruclUre has l'oncentrated story duclllitles, higher

mode~ arc largely msignificant 10 the strul'!Ure response and can he Ignored OtherWISe, lhelr

conlributJOns ma\ he Important.

An claslo-perfectly plastic model is sugge~tcd for ue"nlhmg Ihe modal hysteresIS

Definllions of modal y'teld strength and modal ductility arc presented The rebllonshlp t'let ....een

lhe proposed modal durlility and 'itory dUl'Iililies is derived The error 10\ 01\ cd m prcdlc'llng

the 'itory' ductilities hy using the proposed modal hystefl:sis model appears 10 he ahOUI of the

same order of magnitudc a~ inherent With Ihe modal comhlOation melhod (SRSSI u~ed

Current prartices for Implementing the response spectrum melhoJ for inelastiC analysl.

are also evaluated It was found that II IS an o\,cr-slmplr!katlOn to assume thaI Ihe modal du,'

tililles are uniform and the same as the ductility of Ihe structure In addlllOn, it is generally not

possible 10 determine directly h0w the elastil' modal response should he redul'ed to an'ount for

inelastiC deformation,
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A simple iterative procedure is suggested for implementing the response spectrum method

for the analysis of inelastic MDOF systems. The accuracy of the procedure depend"

sIgnificant I}' on the veracity of the modal hysteresis model for predictions of the modal

response and the applicability of the SRSS modal wmbJn8IJon method More research using

structures other than the shear beam type and addili0nal ground mOl ions is recommended

Refined definition of the modal yield strength for higher modes is needed to account for con

centrated story ductilities.
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CHAPTER 4 DESIGN Of :"lO~STRlICTllRALSUBSYSTEMS

4.1 I n'rodu(tor~ Rt'mark..

The Importanl'e of proper se"mll'-re",ldnt de'lgn of non,I~Uclural ,uh,y,lcm, In cn,ufln~

publll' safell' and In mlnlmiling prorerll' ddmages was mentioned In Chapter I In !!CncLil.

both deformatlon-scmltlve and au'eleration-sen"tI\e suh,y,lems need to be wn"dered "or

light aU'ckratlOn-,cnsltlve ,ubsystem, of the type conSidercd herein, wn"derable rC"'Mch ha,

been performed for the nse of ela"'ll' Slrul'lural re,ron,e Ilo"'eler, mam llpe, of ,lru~:ture,

can t-e l peeted to experience slgnifk.lnl Inclastlc deformation, when ,uhlectcd 10 ,cvere Carlh

~uakc ground motlo", While nonstrul'tural ,'omponen\'; might also he expected to bch;'\c

mclasticall\, m many ca...es, ...afcty and rommunlcatlon ... related suh,y,tems must he deSigned III

remain es,entl<llly elastiC to Insure functionality' dunng, and follOWing, an earthqua"e IRef 30]

Rational de.,ign of .,uhsystems In the ...e cascs requires that the mela'lIc deformation, of lhe ,up

porting structure he conSidered

In the mml general approac'h to analysis and design, subsy,tem, :He: Included along Il.lth

the supporting structure in the analytical model This permits evaluation of their llmc hlS'WI

response to earthquake g.round motion, ThiS couple time history approach IS not alway, fe:N

ble because of the s,'arCily of Information regarding the eng.lneenng propertlcs (,I' the 'UO,I,

tems In addition, large differences in the stiffnes,e, and masses of the' ,trul'lure and nonstru"

tural comronents may lead to numem:al dillkultles Furthermore. thc ,'oupled time hlslOrl

approach 1'i nOI very economical. mn'iidering the number of 'iUhsyslems u,uall\ enl'OUniercu In

a structure. and that several analyses arc usually required to aCl"(lUnl for the unl'ertalOlle" 10 the

ground motions and properties of the structure and It, suhsystems ThiS is espeCially trUI." If

inelastll" response IS anticipated. It is. therefore. desirable to have s!mplc. approximate methods

for predicting maximum dynamic response of suhsyslems

One simplifying technl~ue is to usc a response spectrum method applied to the coupled

structure and subsystem. However. when a light suhsystem has a frequency· equal 10. or ncar
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one of the natural frequencies of the structure, conventional modal combination methods may

be inadequate due to significant subsystems-strucll.:re interaction IRefs. 29. 491 Kelly and

Sackman (Refs. 29, 49, 50) have developed a simplified method for predictmg subsystem

rilSpOnSI' !taking into account the subsystem-structure interaction) from the groufld response

spectrum and (he uncoupled properties of the subsystem and the str:.lcture Howcver. those

methods assume that the structure is elastic and, therefore are not applicable when the struc

ture beco~es inelasllc.

Fortunately. in many cases of interes!. subsystem-structure interaction can be neglected

and computation of subsystem response can be simplified significantly For example. some

methods have been proposed for predicting the response of the subsystem by directly amplify

ing the ground response spectrum [Ref. 201. However. the accuracy of these approXITT;ale

methods has not been fully' evaluated. A more common apprJach is to obtain a flom response

spectrum (FRS) through time history' analysis (the so-called floor response spectrum method)

A time history analYSIS of the supporting slructure ;s performed in thIS case to obtain lhe 10lal

acceleration time history at the attachment location. A response speClrum generated for this

acceleration time hislory is then used in the analysis and design of nonslructural subsystems

attached at this location.

The floor response spectrum method is theoretically correct if the subsystem mass is zero

For light subsystems, the subsystem response thus obtained has been shown to be g.enerally

conservative, although the conservatism can be ver~' large for huvy subsystems [Refs 28. 491.

To account for these and other uncertaintif~s, guidelines (Ref. 95) have been developed for

modification of FRS for design purposes in the elastic range. The FRS approach is amenable to

structures that respond inelastically While there have been a few case studies IRefs 26. 48.

50, 101) on the seismic response of light subsystems supported on inelastil" s:ruclUres. no

definite conclusions have yet been reached. In view of the likely inelastic behavior of struc

tures during severe earthquake, it is, therefore, useful to systematically study the seismic

response of light, nonslructural subsystems supported on structures Nhich mighl be expected to
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yield From studies [Refs 65, 66. 68, 691 of dynamic response ,.1' inelastic single·degree-of

freedom systems. it has been shown that the design lateral force for a structure expected to

undergo inelastil' deformations can be reduced by as much as onc olier the targct ductility of

the structure depending upon the period of the structurc It IS deSirable to establish similar

design guidelines for subsystems

4.2 Scopt' of Stud~

The objective of this chapler IS to conduct a preliminary investigation on the SClsml,

behaVIOr of subsystems supported on structures that experience lOelastll' deformatIOns. to asse's

current deSign methods in terms of this behavior. and to develor imflroved deSign gUldellncs

Duc 10 the preliminary nature of this study. both the subsystcm and the structure are modeled

as single-degree·of.freedom systems. The resulting Iwo-degree-of-freedom system" shown In

Figure 4.la. The subsystem will be assumcd to remalO elastIC. while the supporllng "ructurc IS

allowed to yield. It will be generally assumed that the mass of tht: suhsystem is much less than

the mass of the structure so the floor response method (FRS) is applicablc. Results arc

presented to evaluate, for different periods of suhsystems and structure, the effe.ts that

different amounls of structural inelastic deformations. different structural hysteretic characteris

tics. and different amounts of subsystem viscous damping havc on the subsystem response

The effects of different earthquake ground moti(lns are also evaluated statistically for a fcw

specific cases to formulate pieliminary design gUidelines. The applicability of the floor response

spectrum met hod IS assessed by considenng several ,'oupled two degrees of freedom

struclUre/_ubs~'slemmodel_

4.~ Analysis Approach

Because the subsyslems studied in this report focused on those cases where suhsysh:m

structure interaction can be neglected and because only the supporting structure expenenccs

inelastic deformation, floor response spectrum method is considered the simplest and the mos1

efficient method of analysis. In practice. the floor spectrum method based on an elastic analysis
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of the supporting structure is widely used for analysis and design of accel.:ration sensitive sub

systems. Thus, the results obtained in this study might be directly used t(\ modify those floor

spectra.

As this is a preliminary study, supporting structures are approximated as equivalent

single-degree-of·freedom systems. For some slructlJres and ground motions where the

acceleration response of the structure is dominated by the first mode, this approximalion is rea

sonably satisfactory. For other structures and ground motions, higher modes may also

influence significantly the structural acceleration response and a more refined representallon of

the supporting struClure would be required.

The location of the subsystem in the structure is importar t in determini:-tg the inlensily of

excitation thaI the subsystem will experience. For this study, the subsystem is assumed to be

located at where the equivalent mass is Because the supporting strurture is modeled as havIOg

only one horizontal degree of freedom, rocking of the subsystems as a result of the oUI-of

plane deformations of the floor and rotatIon of the subsystem as a result of torsional effects are

ignored.

Periods of the supporting structure are assumed to be 0.2 sec, 0.3 sec, 0.5 sec and 1.0 sec.

These period values provide structures ranging from one 10 possibly ten slones high Damping

of the structure is taken as 5%; while that of the. subsystem is alternatively taken as 1% or 5%.

Generally speaking, damping in many acceleration sensitiv~ subsystems is smal1er than that for

the supporting structure. However, for cabinets with loose drawers or for machinery and other

equipment with loose internal connec:;ons or attachments 10 supports. considerable amounts {If

energy may be dissipated during seismic excitations which can be convenien!ly modeled as

viscous damping in the subsystems, For these reasons, damping of the subsystem is taken as

1% and 5% to represent a possible range that might be encountered. For buildings designed to

conver'ional building codes, ducti!.y of 4 or more can be eKpected \\-hen the earthquake

ground motion is severe; whereas important structures in a nuclear power plant or other indus

trial facilities which must remain operative after an earthquake, a duc~ilitY of 2 or less has been
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suggested (Ref 65) For this study. ctuctiliues of I (elaslIc' . 2, 4 and 8 are assumed for the

supporting structures. Hysteretic models considered are of the elasto-j:>erferlly plastic (EPP, sec

Figure 4.1 bl or stiffness degrading type with no post-yield strain hardening ISDM, also ~e Fig

ure 4 lei The EPP model IS frequently used to model structures that exhibit stable and full

hysterelil' loops The SDM model is used commonly to represenl reinforced connete s!rur

lures thai do not exhIbit substantIal degradation due 10 shear and/or bond deterioration

A IOtal of ten earthquake ground motions from five earthquake IS used In this study

These earthquake ground mOllons are the same as the second set of ground mOllons considered

In Chapter 2 and ,He re-Ilsted In Table 4.1 One ground motion. Ihe north-south Lomponent of

the 1940 EI Centro record. is usecllO illustrate the sensitivltl' of subsystem response 10 various

parameters The other ground mol ions are used in the statistical study for various strul"tural

periods and subsystems damping values

In this report. the response of subsystems is desrribed by Ooor respon~e spectra expressed

in terms of pseudO-Spectral acceleration (PSAI Since the subsystems arc elaSlil'. thi~ com

pletel~ describes Ihe peak subsystem response values The first step In obtaining the FRS IS [()

determine Ihe yield strength required of the supporting structure 10 achieve the specified ductil

ity when subjectt:d to the ground molion under consideration Once 'he struc\ure'~ yield

strength has been determined corresponding to the specified ductiltty 1+ 1%1. Ihe total accelera

tion response time history of the structure is calculated and used as input for determination of

the floor response spectrum. The FRS was determined for subsystem periods ranging between

0.03 sec and 2.0 sec. Two computer programs are used to compute the Ooor response spec

trum First. the computer program NONSPEC [Ref 57) is used (0 determined Ihe required

yield strength (0 result in the specified ductilitv within the desired accuracy Onl'c the yield

strength required is known. total acceleration lime history IS generated using the same com

puter program. Then a second computer program SPECEQ/UQ [Ref 711 is used 10 compute

elastic floor response spectrum.
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4.4 Analysis of Results

As indicated. a large variety of cases has been evaluated. A few representative cases will

be presented to illustrate behavioral pa,terns and design implications. Typical floor response

spectra are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 for the Et Centro record 11 can be seen that the FRS

usually peaks near the natural period of the structure. This IS because the dominant harmonic

components of the floor acceleration time hIstory have periods similar to the natural period of

the structure in addilion 10 Ih.: high frequency components that are usually :tssoclaled with

earthquake ground motions. Generally speaking. the effect of inelastic Jeformations of the

structure is to lower the spectra. The reductions are most evident in the short period range

where the subsystem PSA approaches the maximum total floor acceleration By assuming that

the damping force is negligible compared With other rorces, the magnitude of the total floor

accelerarion can be approximaled by dividing Ihe maximum reSIsting force. R,. of the structure

by its mass (M). These values are indicated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

In addition. the peaks of the FRS have shifted slightly toward higher periods It has been

suggested (Ref. 47) that the shifts in the dominant natural period of an inelastic structure IS

about 13 and 32 percents for ductilities of 2 and 4, respectively In general, the shifls in the

periods corresponding to the peaks of the FRS observed for the cases studied are less than

these numbers for EPP structures, and slightly higher for SDM structures. In any case. the

shift in the peak floor response spectrum period IS much less than square root of the ductility of

the struclUre as suggested in Ref 85 and in some subsystem design recommendations (Refs.

26.481.

The effects of different hysteretic models can be seen in Figure 4.3a for a representative

case with a structural period of 0.2 second, ductility of 4 and subsystem damping of 5%. It can

be observed Ihal Ihe FRS for the SDM slruClure tends 10 be lower than the EPP one fur sub

system periods near the initial structural period. In addition, the period where the FRS peaks

shifts more fd the SDM structure.
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The effecl of 'iubsystem damplO~ is to rcdul'e Ihe re\ponse of ,ubsy,>tem (e~cept In the

very short period range) as can he seen from a representa'lvc plot 10 FI~ure 43h However.

the period where the FRS peaks is not S1~nificanlly affected hy the damping of the subsystem

4.4.1 ,'mplificalion factor

To help lluantify the cffe,'l ('f tnelastll' deformations of Ihe strullure on suhsystems

response, an amplifil'allon factor IS defined as the ratio of the noor response spellral \alue for

an Incla"tll' Slrueturc over the correspond109 value for an elasllr ,>lrurture Values of

ampllfil'allon fartor" greal\:r than unity indKate more severe suhsyslem re"ponse for tnelasill

strurture, awl values Ie.,., than unity tndlrate less se\'ere respon ...c Tt'!, ampllfiratlon fartor

may also he u...eful for estimating the FRS of an lOela ... lll' strurlure dlrertl:. from the FRS of an

ela"'lIl' ... trul'ture In IhlS regard. lhe ampllfil'atlon f'Ktor definer! 'Jere IS ronceptuallv Similar to

the reducllon factor, presented In Refs 66.67 and 69 ",hlrh arc used to ohtalO lOeL.lstl' deSign

spel'tra for a buildlOg dlrel'tly from an ela-,!Il' design spellrum

A represenlatlve plot of the resulting amplification fal'lers is shown In Figure 44a

Several general observations can be made from this and olher such plots Flrstlv, Ihc

amplltkatlon fal·tor varies wilh suhsy ...tem period One might mnwcture thai the suhsystem

re~ponse should reduce 10 proportional \0 the reducllon 10 the m;ulmum total noor acceleration

caused by slrur-tural YleldlOg Based on thi" COOtectun:, the ampllfll'allon fal'wr "hpuld he ellual

to the ralio of maximum lotal floor acceleration In the in~lastlL structure 10 that in Ihe

correspond 109 elasl ic slruct urc Aga in assumlOg neghglhly small da mpi n~ for,c, Ih '" ratio l'an

R,
be shown to equal where R, denotes the maximum ClastiC ror;:~ that would he de\eloped

R" .

by the structure if it remained elastil (duclllit) = 1) For design purposes, one (ould eslimate

this ralio from the structural d~slgn rCl"Ommer.dation, of l"ewmark and Jbll IRefs /16, /I"', /Ill)

However. the arlual aMplification factors are, with the eXl'eptlnn of the shor! period rangt',

hlghcr than thiS value Thus. the entire reduction 10 deSign force that one DO. apply 10 the

structure on account of ~'ielding IS 0.01 availablc for the supported suhsvstem ThiS IS illustrated
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in Figure 4.5a for differelll struclural periods and ductilily values. In this figure, lhe actual

amplificalion factor computed for the case of structure and subsystem having the same natural

period is plolled. This is compared with the ratio of the maximum total floor acceleration in

inelaslic Slructure to thaI in a corresponding elastic slruclure
R,

In addition. the Ii:; ralio

inferred from the recommendations of Newmark and Hall are also shown. Except for shurt

periOd structures. these estimates unconservatively underestimate the value (,f the amplification

faClOr Another common subsyslem design recommendalion (Refs 26. 351 has been Ihal the

,1Cak of the elastic FRS can be reduced by one over the struclural ductility factor to acwunt for

R
ine:astic deformations in the structure This corresponds to the -R' values recommendc': by

,.j

Newm.trk and Hall in the long period range As can be seen by inspecting Figure 4.5a. t·his

approach would be even more unconservative, especially for the short peraod range Thus. the

difference betWI:CII lh\: ;;::du~::C'1l in design forces available \(l the structure and to the subsys-

tern must be recognized in design.

Secondly. some systematic pallern of variation of the amplificallon factor 'with subsystem

period can also be observed from Figure 4.4a and other similar plot... For subsystem periods

less than the initial structural period, the amplification faclor generally increases wilh periorl up

10 about half of Ihe inilial nalural period of the structure. From Ihere C;l. the amplification fac:·

tor decreases with subsystem period to a relative minimum at about the inilial nalUral period of

the structure. Then. the amplification faclor again increases wilh period to somewhere around

).3 times lhe inilial natural period of the supporting slructure. Beyond thaI. the amplification

factor fluctuates around a value near unity. However. amplification factors occasionally redch

values as high as ).4; i.e .• for subsystems with periods in excess of lhe slructure's initial period.

lhe response can be worse if the structure yields. This overall paller n of the variation is

schematically illustrated in Figure 4.6 and appears to be generally independenl of the level of

ductility or hysteretic characteristics assumed for the structure and the value of damping con-

sidcred for subsystem. However. higher damping or ductility levels lead to a lower
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amplification factor over most of the period range considered and the SDM structures result 10

amplification factors that fluctuate about a higher plateau in the long period range Details per·

taining to each period range are discussed separately below.

4.4.1.1 Short Period Ran~e

The FRS and ~-onsequenlly the amplification factor in !he low period range (up to ahout

half the initial natural period of '.he supporting structure I are predommantly Influenced hy the

maximum total floor accelerallon Thus, the amplification factor In this period range should

R,
approach R: as subsystem period approaches zero Generally speaking, y'leid strength and

ductility are inversely relatcd. This result in lower amplificatIOn factor, for higher ductility

values In tit,s Ileriod range.

4.4.1.2 Period Range ~t'lr thl" I nilial Period or the Structure

At periods around the initIal natural period of the structure. the FRS is also very sensilJ\'e

to the melastic deformation of the structure. As can be seen from Figure 4.4a. a relall\e

minimum of the amplification factor (X'curs at around this period range. This can be qualita·

tiv'ely explained as follows. The frequency cOnlen! of the floor acceleration lime histor\ IS

dominated by the short period harmonic components in the input record, especially those com-

ponenls wilh i'eriods near the natural period of the structure (Ref. 921 When the maximum

tOlal floor acceleration is limited by structural yielding. the resonance componenl, arc more

likely 10 be affected than other harmonic components. ConsequenTly. the reduction In

amplification factor is relatively large and lhe amplification faclor reaches a relative minimum

around this period range,

4......3 I.ona Period R.nal"

At the high period end of the FRS, the amplification factor fluctuates around unity or

slightly higher. In addition, no appreciable difference is observed between FRS ror different

levels of ductility at this period range. For EPP ~tructures. the amplification faclor averag.cs
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about one in most cases; for SPM structures, the average amplification faclOr may be In some

cases 10 or 20 percent higher than unity. In this period range, the FRS i'i influenced by the

long-period harmonic components of the total floor acceleration. Since the inelastic deforma

tion of the structure primarily affects the short and resonance components of the floor accelera

tion time history. the floor response spectrum and amplification faClOr are nOl greatly affected

by inelasllc deformation of the structure. However. there is a tendency. especially for SDM

slruct~res. to have longer effecti\'e natural periods as a res~lt of yieldmg. This would naturally

result In increased response in this range

4.~ Statistical [valuation

Because of the uncertainties regarding future eanhqJakc ground motions. a statistIcal

stud~ Involving ten earthquake ground motions (Table 4, I) was conducted to evaluate the pre

vious observations All the parameters consideled in the previous sections are retained except

that structural ductilities were limited 10 I and 4 To examine the possibility of extending the

results to other structural ductilitIes, ,he particular case of a structural period of 0.5 sec was

evaluated for a structural ductility of 2..

One typical result of the statistical study is shown in Figure 4.4b for Ihe mean. lT'ean plus

and minus one slandard devia,ion levels of the amplification factor For the purpose of deriv

ing subsequent design recommendations. amplification factors of the mean plus one standard

deviation level were used corresponding to a probability level of 84.1 "I,. of noneKcedance of a

normally dislTibuled random variable To facilitale comparison. lhe amplification factors are

plotted in Figure 4.7 for various structural periods considering different VISCOUS damping and

hysteretic models. The variations of the amplification factor are similar 10 those observed for a

structure with the same initial period and damping subjected to the 1940 EI Centro record only.

".!i.1 DesiKn Recommendations for Amplification heron

On the basis of these results, it appears that tl\e amplification factor plot can be divided

into five regions as shown in Figure 4.6. The regions are defined by four points, A. 8. C. D.
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POint A is the pOInt below which the amplification factor is point C is the point with its period

dose to the inilial period of the structure where a relative minimum occurs Point B IS located

between poinl A and point C where a relative maximum nf amplification ral'tor occurs POint D

IS the POlOt above whICh the alT'plJfication facoor remains nearly ('on slam

The magmt ude of point A can be estimated from the ratio, R, / R", as dlSlussed prnl

ollsl~ Te. determine the magnllude of POlOt C. the magnItude, of pOint Cat ,tructure ductillt\

of 4 are plotled versus inilial structural periods in Figure 48 for EPP and SDM supporllng

structures v.. ith 1% and 5"1, subsrstem dampmg It appears that the magnitude of POIOI C varle,

inversel~ and nearly IlOearly With the IOltial period of the strul'ture Therefore, ,trdlght lines

are fitled by the least square method These lines arc also shown in Figure 4 8 and il appe,trs

thaI the line, would have a slore of -04 :l1dependent of hy'steretlC characterIStICs of the struc,

ture and/or subsrs1em damping Hov,ever. for SDM structures, the lines are ahout 40 percent

lower. The magnitude of point B is determmed slmilarlv It was found that the magnitude of

point B also varies IOversel~ and nearl~ linearly With the IOllial strurtural (Figure 4.91 The

least square fit lines have a Slope of about ·02

To determlOe the magnitude of pOint D, the average of the amplification factor for the

periods higher than the period of point D is computed for each l-ase rDnsldered FlOally, the

means and coeffklents of vanatlon of thrse average amplification factors are computed for all

cases. R~sults are listed in Table 42 The magnitudes of pOlOt D do not v'ary slgnlfkant!v and

average about 102 and I II for EPP and SDM structures respel'tivell

The average results for all the ground motions l-onsldcred l'onfirm the ohscnation made

on the basis of Figure 45a that the reduction in the subsystem acceleratIOn IS not generall~ as

large as that for the slructurc acceleralion The average amplificalJon fal-tors at poinh Band C

are plaited in Figure 4.5b. Again, the reduction in structural acceleration shown in lhe figure is

approXimated by Newmark and Hall IRefs 66_ (, 7_ 69) recommendations As noted prevlousl),

one over the structural ductility IRefs 26, 351 is an unconscr\'ati\'c estimate of the

amplification factor_ especially in the short period range It should be noted that the aSI'mptotic
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behavior of the least square fit lines is Incorrec!. thus the recommended values should be

applied to structures with periods between OJ sec and 10 sec only

Generallv speaking. the minimum of amplification factor, occur.., when the ,lructurc and

the 'iubsystem have about the same natural peood, thu, the penod of poin! C 1\ taken d, I he

natural period of the supporting structure From FIgure 4 7 : It seems reaso!"whlc Ihal the

peflods of points 8, C and D may be rel<lted <lnd thaI Ihc relationships may he Independent of

thc inillal penod, hysteretic l'haractenslil's and durtility' of the ,lructure and/or ,uhsy,tem

damping To determine these relatIonships, ratios and log,HJthmlc ratl<" of ref/od of r01n1 C

(T,) 10 the period of poinl B (T,.) <Ire romputed <lnd listed In Tahle 4 2 for a "tructur.tl ducillity

of 4 The periods of p01n1 8 <lnd C are multiplied hy one Ih()~s<lnd to avoid taking loganthm of

I. I'hlch is equ<ll 10 zero, 8y l'ompanng the coetlkients of variallOn assonated with the line<lr

and logarithmic ratios. It is seen that the log,mthmic rallO" prOVide <I more consistent bas" for

rel<lting the periods of points Band C. From Table 4,2. It can be said th.l!. on Ihc averag.e. for

a struclural dUClility of 4 regardless of the initial period. hysteretll' charal'\ertstics of the struc

ture and/or subs}'stem damping, the nalUral log.<lrithm of one thou ...and limes lhe period of

point C is about 10 percent higher than the natural logarithm or one 1housand limes the' pertod

of pomt 8,

To determine the rel<ltionship between the periods of point C and point 0 (T,)). SImilar

logartthmic ratios are Iisled 10 Table 4.2 for a structural ductility of 4 The perIOd of poinl 0 is

defined as the beginning period where the <lmpilficilllon f<lctor starh to cxceed unity, Onl'c

again. the ralios do not vary sig.nificanlly for the different initial periods. hy'sterctlc Ch:JrJCICrrS

tics of the structure and/or subsystem dampings Moreovcr. on the average. the natural loga

rithm of one thousand times the period of poinl 0 is <lOOUI 10 percenl higher than '.he natural

logarilhm of Me thousand times the period of point ('

To determine the period of point A or its relationship to other points such as poinl B or

poinl C. il would be necessary' to extend the amplification faclor" 10 subsy'stem periods much

less than 0.03 sec <the lower bound of the amplification faclor cakulaled in Ihls sludy), This is
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especially true for structure periods of 02 sec and 03 sec For simpliClly. the amplification fac-

R,
tor is assumed 10 approach a constant value, --, alDOl sec as shown in Figure 46 by point

R."

A' This assumption seems conservative for structural periods greater than 0,5 sec but il may

not be so for shorter penod stru('lures

Fmally, in Table 43, results for structural period of OS sec and ductilily of 2 are shown

As l'an be observed from Ihe table. stilllsti~'i11 relallonsh,p similar to those for a structural ductil·

Il~ of 4 ma~ bc derivcd Therefore. the extension of the design recommendalions for a struc-

lural ductlht~ of 4 to other structural ductilities may be possible.

WIlr. the results obtained in thiS seclion, lhe amplitic<ltlon fanor curve can be conslructed

easIly for <I structural dUl'tility of 4 and possibly for other struclUral ductililies as well, Ho\\-

ever, nne consideration limits the amplification faclor to be no less than R, I R,,; ThiS POlOt WIll

be illustrated for lhe case of a structure designed 10 have a ductility of 4 Although lhe slruc-

lure is deSIgned to reSlsl Ihe design earthquake ground motIOn. it ma~' also be subjected lO

other less \Olense earthquake ground motions, If one of Ihese less intense earlhQuake grounci

molions has Similar frequency conlenl and duration as that of the design earthquake ground

mOlion (ell. a scaled down design earthquake ground motionl and causes lhe structure to

respond elaslically with a maximum base shear equal to R \_ the total floor acceleration time hls-

tory in Ihis case is exa"tly lhe same as that of a structure designed 10 have duetilil~' of I when

subjected to the original design earthquake ground mOl ion (design base shear - R..;) except it

is also scaled down by a factor R,I R "~I, Consequenlly. Ihe floor response spectrum is lhe same

as that for a duclIlity of I, excepl it is also scaled down hy Ihe same factor, This corresronds 10

R
a constant amplificallon factor of ~ (the zero-rcriod amplification factor) for all subsystem

periods, However. amplification factors presented here for a ductility of 4 may sometimes be

less than the zero-period amplification factor Such amplitkation factors. which are based on

inelaslic response to the design earthquake ground motion. may therefore be unsafe in the

event of some less intense earthquake ground mOl ions,
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4.~.2 [,amph'

To illustrate the aPfllil'at Ion of the dC,>lgrl amphfk;uion fal'lOr. a FRS for subsystcm- sup

porlcd I1n a slrul'ture with a pCrlod of 0.] sel: and a dUl:lility of 4 wtll be estimatcd from the

FRS for subsystems on an corresponding elastil' strul'lurc ( T" =0 3 ~el·. II- - I)

For this e\<IOlple, the ground motion IS the north·south component of the Helena. Mon

l.ma rcwrd. The CidSlll ,IIUllulI;'S FRS .... as obtained from noor respon,c spc,·trum method:

all hough, in prartirc. it may be more convenient to use approximate methods suggested In

Refs 18, 20. 29. 49. 75 or 82 In Figure 4.10. the FRS obtained from the recomm::nd..:d

amplification factors and lhe actual FRS for structural dUl·tility of 4 are plolled for both hys

terellc model .. considered. As can be seen. the estimated FRS .... ill generally' provide conscn d'

ti\e design forccs except for subsystems in the short period rangc This unc'lnser\'ali'iOl "as

antiripated when (he period of A' was sclectt.d.

4.6 ".Ia".. Tuninl: [lft'cts

In developing the amplitkution factors. it was assumed that the floor response spectrum

method "'IS applicable. In ord~r to investigate the apfllicabihty of the amplification factors 10

the cases ..... here the weight of the subsystem makes up a significant portion of (he lotal weight

of the slructure, amplification fal'lors for the perfectly luned cases (when Ihe periods of Ihe

sUhs~'sl~m and Ihe supporting slructure are identical) are computed. It has been shown for

elaSli, cases that the effect of llOn-zero mass of the subsystem is most significant for the fler·

fectl}' tuned l'ase (Ref. 281. lhcrefore. It,ese cases arc selecled here for invesligilling mas. IUrl

ing effects

For this sludy. SlrUClure periods are kepI (he same as before al 0.2. 0.3. 0.5 Jml 10

second Amfllifkatlon factors. accounting for mass luning effects by analyzlO!! a 1.....0 dC1!rc~ of

freedom. subsystem-structure model. are computed for a slruclural duclility of 4. The result ..

arc evaluated in terms of mass ralio.. tdefined as the mass of Ihe subsyslem over the mass or

Ihe supporting struClure) of 0.0001. 0.001. 0,01. 0.1 and 1.0. The ground mOlion rewrd used
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I~ the north-south romponcnt of the LOIlcr Ca!lfornl.l C.lrthlJuake

ThL' elTcLh of IIOII-/cm suhs~stem n1;l" on slru,'tural response can hc seen 111 Figure ~ I J

In Ihese ,',lses, the ,trength or Ihe ,tructur,' I' schxtcd .IS thaI rCllUired 10 Jehlc\c Ihe tar~"1

dUL\i1il~ "hen the suh,y,lern m;"s h 'CHi (;I:II':Iall\ sp';akmg, <I, thc mass ratio mL'Ie"'",, \h.:

,truL'lur,d du(tiht~ also innea'e,>, thc ratc of mncasc al'l'ckrJtc~ as rna" rdt!O ~ppro,tl'he' Oil':

On the oihei Ii,mel, tlie slicar for,'e dc\'cioped In thc subsystem dcnea,c' ii' 'he: m"" r"llf)

ml'rea~e~, The~e ohservallons .Ire in agrcement "ilh those b~ Cran(1J11 .Inti Marl.: IReI' 281 f"r

eIJstl\' sirU,'lures sublecled 10 "hlle n(lIse excitallon,

The effect, of n0I1-7erO suhsystem mass on the amplilkatlOn factors for a structural dUI:til

it~ of ~ can be seen in Figure ~,12, In gencr~t1, thc amplllkJllOn rJctors seem tD be indepen

dent of mJ" r<lliO Using the definition of <lmrhtkation factor to obt<lIn the r~QUlred shear

fon:c of the subsystem on an mela'tic struclUre, Dnc would mulllply the amplification fd\'lor by

the sheJr for,'c of a suh,>y stcm on an clasti,' structurc SmLe thc amr1ifkation factors ch<lnge

very lillie and shear force of the sub~y,lem on an elastic structure decreases suhstanllally a~

rna" ratio 11l\'rC,t~C' for the range of mas, ratio considered here, thc use of the amplifiL'alloll

fJI:tor and 'i<Jhsystem shedr force based on um'our1ed analyses would appear to be wnscnati\e

To usc Ihc amplificalion faClors based on uncoupled anillyse, with subsystem shear force ba'ed

011 coupled analyse'i maybe more realistic, but will be more timc consuming and might he

Based on the these consideratIOns, It IS l'ICJr that the amplification fal'\or., deri\'ed from

uncoupled anaIY'ie'> can he u'>cd Wilh rc~ron~c of a suh~y~lcm on an clastic structure based Oil

either uncoupled or coupled analy~c~ dependmg on whether con~Cf\atlsrn or compul,ltion,1i

effiClcncy is de'>lrcd

4,7 Summary and Conclu ..ion ..

Some preliminary analy,es havc becn performed to idenlify the behavioral char;lCleri"'li,',

of Iighl nOnstrul'lural subsyslems supporled on srstem~ thaI yield during scwre e.trIhllu,ll..e
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ground motions The effect, of the seventy of the inelastil' deformation~. of different hys

teretic characteristics of the structure and of the amount of viscous dampinj; of the subsystem

have been considered, To simplify the of development pOS'iihie design guidellnes_ the stucJ\

has been carried out using the.; floor response spectrum approach, which is reasonably satlSfal

tory when subsystem·~tructureinteraClion can be neglected.

In the first parl of the study, the seismic response of subsystems sub.iected to (he north·

south comlJonent of the 1940 EI Centro record was presented for a wide .'ariety of parameters

In the second part. statistical analyses wer~ made using ten earthquake ground motions for a

limited number of parameters. Finally, the effect of non-zero subsystem mass arc examined

The significant observations made from this study arc summarized below

(I) Inelastic deformations of the structure tend to shift lhe floor response "pectrum down and

towarlj higher periods. For elaslO-perfectly plastic structures, the shiftir.g of floor

response spectrum toward higher periods is insignificant; however. for stiffness-degrading

struct'lres. the shifting is slighlly greater Damping of the subsystem tends 10 decrease

the response of the subsystem. -
(2l The reduction in design force of the subsystem is usually less than thaI permissible for

the structure; and when more redu~tion :, theoreticali:' possible. such reduction maybe

unsafe for some ground motions less inten~e than the design ground motion. It appears

that many current design recommendations [Refs. 26, 35) are unconservative in this

regard.

(J) The variations of the ratio of the floor response spectrum on an inelastic struclure mer

the floor response spectrum on an elaSlic structure. defined as amplification factor. can h:

characterized by three regions with two transition regions in between. In ihe 10", period

range up to about half the natural period of SlrUClure, the amplJfication faclOr is controlled

by the maximum IOtal floor a(celeration and is nearly constant. In the period range

around the natural period of (he struclure. the amplificalion {'actor reaches a local

minimum. In the high period range. the amplJfication factor seltles into a fluctuating
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plateau around unit}' or slightly higher. Values have beEn recomm~nded for predicting

the amplifkalton factors. Using these valucs. a design Ooor resronse sreclrum can he

obtained from a conventional linear elastic noor response spectrum Without having 10 per

form inelastic anal}'sis.

(4) The effects of non-zero subsystem mass are to increase the ductility demands of the sur

poning structure and to decrease tile shear for,'e of the subsystem It appears that the

amplification fadors can be conservatively used even when mass of suhsystcm IS

Significant.
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CHAPTER 5 SllMMARY AND CONCLUSIO~S

Because of economic considerations. buildings and other structures are usually desIgned 10

respond inelastically when SlJ ~cted 10 severe earthquake ground motions. Three related. bUI

separate problems in the preliminary analysis and design of ",Irthquakc-rcsislanl slruUurcs

related to this inelastic behavior have been considered in this report

Ca) Problems Associated" i.h .he Selt'C.ion of (}esil~n Earthquake

The first part of the study involves investigating the interaction between ground motion

and structural response parameters to provide a more consistent basis for selecting design earth

quakes for systems that response inelastically. In Chapter 2. methods for characterizing design

earthquakes for ;ntense ground shaking capable ')f significant slructural damages are briefly

reviewed. Major emphasis is placed on assessing the effectiveness of various indices for quanli

f~'ing the damaging potential of a ground motion rel:ord. Inherent in the objective is Ihe desire

to scale ground motions for the purpose of practical seismic response analysis and design.

Two sets of grounc1 motion records are considered. one set containing records of similar

nature and the other set containing various moderate earthquake records obtained at differenl

distances 10 the sourc~ on sites with firm soil conditions. Buildings are repr·~sented as single

degree-of-freedom systems and damages are measured by displacement ductility and normalized

hysteretic energy ductility.

From observations of the results, it see'11S that there is a limited range over which ground

motion inlen"ity indices might be used for scaling. This s:'ould always be noted in applying the

results of this stu~y. However. there does not appear to be any correlation between ductility

level and the "actual scaling" factors. These factors may deviate considerably from unity and

vary with structural period. Furthermore. they differ substantially among the records con

sidered. indicating the apparent intensity of a ground motion can vary quite sig!lificanlly. even

for ground motion recorded at the same site during the same earthquake. A definition of
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ground mOlion Il1tensity which take .. 11110 accounl Ihl' period depcndcnn: "'III gClh:r.i1i) hL'

beiter than one which iplOres il.

he\~n found to he the 0I0.. t effectl\e Index, It Jppear., that spectral inten"'ly l'ak'ul..lICd for"

different VISI.·OUS damping value may be equally effectl\'e For the sel of ground motion renrd ..

"'lIh a morc diverse nature (record set two), the use of peak ground dcceleration. \elnCII.I ,inti

dlsplacemen: in the short. Intcrmelliate and long period range, has been found to be 010,1

effCI.·II\e, For this latler set of ground mOlin!1 rerords .•1' J '>lIlgle indC\ of damag1l1g pOlenll.lJ I-

desired. /Hias inten'lty and peak ground \'elocit~, are equally effective, The difference In the

most effecti\c intensity <ildices betwcen the t"'o set, of ground motions suggcsts thaI a ..m~k

slml'te mdex may he unahle to characterize the damaglllg potcnllal of sirong carl hquakc ground

Becawle the results are based on ground motion rel'ords of Similar durations (first record

SCI ~. the effectiveness of using hysteretic energy as a damaging index has not been full\

explored Additional research using olher structural damage indices. more ground motions III

include near-fault records and different structural VISCOUS damping and hysterctir charaet':f1StiL',

is recommended.

(bl Simplifird !\1ethods of Anal~sis for Inelastic Mullir-lr-DeJ:ree·Of·FrE'edom Structurrs

lhc second part of the study involves exploring a pro('edure for implementing th.:

response spcrtrum method for the prclimll1ary analysis of inelastically responding SlrUrlUres anc!

to evaluate the reliability of such a ' acedure.

Several shear-beam Iype structures were analYlcd in Charter 3 using the computer rrn-

gram, DRAIN2D which emrlo~'s the direct step-by-step integrating technique, The re,ulling

time histories of d~<;pl"cement vector and resistance force vpctor are transformed to Ihe Inll,,11

hneJr I'las"~· mode shape coordinaie system to facilitate study of their relatIOn

From the results obtained. it can be concluded that inelastic response is domin.t1cd h~

Reproduced from
best available copy
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lower modes as in the elastic case and thai a simple hysterelK model. such as an elasto-perfeltly

rlastk model. might be used 10 descrihe the relationshir between the transformed dlsplal'emenl

and resistance fo:ce vectors In the lower modes for the structures considered

An elasto-perfel'tly plaslIc model IS suggested \0 de",cflbed modal hysteresIs for this lyre

of structure Oefinillons of modal yield strength and modal ductility an: developed 10 Chapter

3 The relationshir between the rroposed modal dUl'tllity' and story ductilities is derived The

error involved in predicting the story duc:iltties by using the proposed modal hysteresis model

appears 10 be of about the same order of magnitude as the 5RSS modal combinatIOn method

Current practices of implementing the response spectrum method arc also evaluated 11

was found that it IS an oversimplification to assume modal duoilities are Uniform and the same

as the overall ductility of the structure. In addition. It is gener;Jl!y not possihle 10 determine

directly now the elastic modal response should be reduced to account for the inelastic deforma

tion.

A simple procedure for implementing the response spectrum method for the analysis of

inelastic multiple-degree-of-freedom systems is suggested The accuracy of the procedure

depends significantl}' on the veracity of the modal hysteresis model for predictions of modal

response and the accuracy of the SRSS modal combination method used. More research using

structures other than those of the shear-beam type and additional ground motions is recom

mended. Refined definition of modal yield strength for higher modes is needed 10 account for

concentrated story ductilities

Cd DpsiKn of Nonstructural Componpnts Attachpd to Yipldin~ Structurt's

In the last part of study'. preliminary analyse, arc performed to identify h~havioral charal'

teristics of nonstructural subsystems supported on structures that yield during severe earth

quake ground motions. Both the subsystem and the structure are modeled as single-degree-of

freedom systems. The subsystem is assumed to remain elastic; while the supporting structure

is allowed to yielu. It is found that inelastic deformation of the structure tends to shift the floor
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response spectrum down and toward higher periods and that damping of the subsystem tend, 11)

dencase the suhsystem response The reduction in design force of the subsystem " usu~llh

less Ihan that permissible for the structure as a whole: and e\en if more reduction IS theme:I'

coli} pOSSible. sU"'h redul:tions maybe unsafe in the event of another some ground m()I101l "1;11

less IntenSity than the dCSt!!n ground motion It appears that many L:urrcnt dcsign rc,ommen·

dations arc unconservallve In thIS regard.

DeSign gUidelines for predICting subwstem response aClounling for Yielding are form u·

laled in the form of recommended amplifkatlon fact'lrs. lhing these factors a deSign noor

response spel';rum can be obtained from a conventional linear clastIC n'Jor response sp,~,,·trum

without h.tving 10 perform inelastiC analysis. The arr.plification fartors are rham,'terl/ed 1'1}

three regions With two tranSition regions In between. In the low period range (up to ah()u~ h~t1r

the natural period of the structure), the amplificatIOn factor is controlled hy Ihe maximum Inc·

lastlc floor (,otal! acceleration and is nearly constanl In the period range alOund the natural

period of the structure. the amplification fartor reaches a local nllflimunl. In the higher period

range. the amplification factor sellies inlO a fluctuatin~ plateau around unity or slightly higher

The effects of having subsystem with non-zero mass are 10 II1crease the ductllily demand

of the supporting structure and to decrease the shear force of the subsystem. The amplification

faoors obtained In this study can be used even when mass of the ~ubsystem is siglllficJnt

Further study using more ground mol ions and more realistlr structure and subsystem

characterIStics arc needed. In particular, consideration of the effect of yielding in multlpll"

degree-of-freedom supporting struL:lurcs on subsystem responsc should bc invcstigated.
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r Date Earthquake Redording Site Component
,

Abbreviation

First Set of Groun~ Motions

Imper;a! County
1979, Oct. 15 Imperial Valley Ser.ice Building, Trace10 TRIO

Baserilent
Imperial County

1979, Oct. 15 Imperial Valley Service Building, Trace I 1 TRII
Basement

Imperial County
1979, Oct. 15 Imperial Valley Service Buiiding. Trace13 TR13

Basement
~-

Imperial County
197c;', Oct. 15 1mperial Valley Service Building Free Field I FFI

Free Field
Imperial County

1979,Oct.15 Imperial Valley Service Building Free Field 3 FF3
Free Field

Second Set of Ground Motions

1934, Dec. 30 Lower California
EI Centro,

SOOW LowcansImperial Valley

1934, Dec. 30 Lower California
EI Centro. S90W LowcaewImperial Valley

1935, Oct. 31 Helena, Montana Carrol College SOOW Helenans
1935, Oct. 31 Helena, Montana Carrol College S90W Helenaew
1940, May 18 Imperial Valley EiCentro SOOW Elcentrons
1940, May 18 Imperial Valley EI Centro S90W Elcentroew

1949, Apr. 13 Western Washington
Olympia Highway

N04E Olympians
Test Lab

1949, Apr. 13 Western Washington
Olympia Highway

N68E OlympiaewTest Lab
r---

Taft. Lincoln
1952, JUly 21 Kern County

School Tunnel
N21E Taft21

1952, July 21 Kern County Taft. Lincoln
S69W 1aft69

~chool Tunnel

TABLE 2.1 Ground Motion Records
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TABLE 2.2 Computed Values of the Intensity

Indices Considered. (First Ground Motion Set)
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TABLE 2.3 Computed Values of the Intensity

Indices Considered. (Second Ground Motion Set)
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Ra-rlk~-Method -, Aveiage~Mean-Square Error
----- -~----

I _~~ 0.Q:497
2 Min(PSV) 0.0565

~-'

PSV. nn
.-

005883 ---------
4 S.I '0'\1, 0.0662

~-

5 MinCFAS) 0.0778

6 FAS. nn 0.0778

7 Arias Intensity 0.0862

8 Min(A,V.m 0.0904 --
9 A. 0.111 --
10 R.M.S. 0.131

-- --
II V. 0.133

12 D. 0.199 --
13 PSV 110 0.286

14 FAS, '0 0.298

15 PSVo ,~ 0.989

16 FASo ,~ 2.740

TABLE 2.4 Average Mean Square Error Based on

Displacement Ductility. (First Ground Motion Set)

Rank Method ] Average Mean Square Error
I S.I· 5% I 0.0487
2 Min(PSV) 0.0587
3 PSV, nn 0.0608
4 S.I. '0% 0.0651
5 Min(FAS) 00766

-

6 FAS1 nn 0.0766
7 Arias Intensity 0.0883
8 Min(A,V,D) 0.0889
9 A. 0.] 12

10 R.M.S. 0.131
Jl V. 0.135
]2 D. 0.197
13 PSV 110 0.284
14 FAS110 0.296
IS PSV015 1.013
16 FASn,~ 2.811

TABLE 2.SAverage Mean Square Error Based on Normalized

Hysteretic energy Ductility. (First Ground Motion Set)
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~nk I Method Average Mean Square Error ;
I I Min(A,V,Dl 0.115

2 Arias 1ntcnsll)' 0.151
3 V. 0.152
4 R.M.5. 0.184
5 A. 0.193
6 S.I.,oo. 0.220
7 Sl~,*, 0.221

----

~ 8 D. 0.239
9 Min(PSV) 0.245

_1~~in(FAS) 0.266

II I PSV~2~ t ____O.318___ --._-

12 FAS 25 0.352...... - .

I~ PSV 1 \0 0.648 --
14 FAS, IVI 0.887
15 PSV 11VI 1.090
16 FAS] 10 3.363

TABLE 2.6 Average Mean Square Error Based on

Displacement Ductility. (Second Ground Motion Set)



Story
. Number
I,

I
2
3
4
5

Story
Mas'>
(kg)

I
1.
I
1
I

• 8S •

Story , Story
Stitfness Yield Strength

(kg/sec/sed I (Newlon I
2304 -; 20 10 --1
1920 18.78 I

1536 16.13:
1151. 12.16!
768. 686 I

TABLE 3.1 Physical Properties of Building Number One.

! Period Modal Mass Modal Sti~ess Modal Damping I
! Mode (Second) (Kg) (Kg/se ) (%) ~

I 0.533 1.0 139. SO
--2 o~.o 879. 3.4--L 3 (ff36 ~]O 2130. 17

'-
L1±J.I02 1.0 3770. 4.2
~ 0.080 1.0 6137. SO

" Mode Shape Vectors
D.O.F Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

1 -.1207 -.2972 .4199 .5261 .6664

2 -.2569 ·.5177 -.4578 .1244 -.6641

3 -.4039 -.4970 .1299 ·.6830

~4 ·.5512 -.0902 .6732 _4758 -0915

5 -.6727 .6233 .3742 •.12l?f--. 0131 I

TABLE 3.2 Modal Properties of Building Number One.

Story
Building #1 Building #2 Building #3 Building #4

Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility

1 1.6 2.4 2.6 2.9

2 1.2 1.8 27 2.3

3 1.7 1.5 1.1 2.2

.; 1.4 3.5 2.7 27

5 1.8 SO 21 19

TABLE 3.3 Computed Story Ductilities.
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Time Yielded First Time Yielded First
ModI. Mode

(seel Story Tansent (seC> Story
Tansent

Stiffness Stiffness
(k&lsec2) (k&lsec2)

~-

95 ] ,2.3,4 -85.32 5 9.68
5.33 4,5 15 9.69 ] ,3,4,5 ·9]

5.34 4,5 +00 9.70 ] ,3,4,5 ]900
5.35 4,5 216 9.71 3,4,5 ]58

5.36 5 138 9.72 3,4,5 133
9.73 4 98

5.55 1,2,3,4,5 0
5.56 1,2,3,4,5 0 9.88 5 125

. -
]]55.57 1,2,3,4,5 0 9.89 :;

5.58 1,J,4,5 -36 9.90 5 95
5.59 1.3,4,5 ·108 9.91 4,5 ]]5

5.60 1.3.4,5 -]or, 9.92 3,4,5 129
5.61 1.3,4,5 ·250 9.93 3,5 - 00

5.62 3,4,5 ]]7 9.94 5 142
5.63 3,4.5 215 9.95 5 182

8.29 5 ]]9 10.47 ] 50

8.30 5 ]46 10.48 1.2 -17
831 4,5 112 10.49 1,2 33
8.3~ 3,4,5 32 10.50 1 -100
8.33 1.3,4 -17 10.51 ] ·]00

8.34 ],3 100 10.52 ] 25
8.35 ],3 283 10.53 ] ]20

8.36 1,3 2]5

8.37 ] 123 10.74 5 140
10.75 5 ]05

8.59 1,2 157-- f-iO.76 4,5 128
8.60 ],2 15 10.77 4,5 95
8.61 1,2,3,4,5 0 10.78 5 ]40

8.62 ],2.3,4,5 0 10.79 5 -100

8.63 3,4,5 233
8.64 3,4,5 163 12.90 5 ]04

8.65 3,4 ]36 12.91 5 133
12.92 5 75

TABLE 3.4 Computed First Mode Instantaneous Stiffness

and the Yielding Stories.
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Mode
Period Modal Mass Modal Still'ness Modal Dlmpinl

(Second) (KI) (KlJ'sec2) (llti)

1 1.599 1.0 15.4 50
2 0.636 1.0 97.7 3.4
3 0409 1.0 236.7 3.7
4 0.307 1.0 418.9 4.2
5 0.241 1.0 681.9 50

TABLE 3.5 Modal Properties of Building Number Two.

ft'ness Yield Strength
sec/secl (Newton)
6.00 --+---:C3'.-=-88~----j

333 3.644
0.67 3.184
8.00 2.496
.333 1.58

-----r------- -----

tory Story[S~t~ory Story S
Number Mass 51:

(kg) (kg/.

I I. 25

l L_
I. 21
I. 17
I. 12
I. 85

TABLE 3.6 Physical Properties of Building Number

Two.
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Story
Yield Strength

(Newlon)

3.88
3.01
2.85
2.70
2.30

Story
Iffness
sec/sec)

~---=~----1
56.00
13.33
70.67
28.00
5.333

~----L-.- --'

~-_.

StoryStOry
Number Mass 51"

(kl) (kg/--
I 1. 2
2 1. 2
3 1. 1
4 1. 1
5 1. 8

TABLE 3.7 Physical Properties of Building Number Three.

StOry ~tory Story Story
Number Mass Stiffness Yiel~ St:ength

(kg) (kg/sec/sec) (Newton)

1 1. 256.00 3.88
2 1. 213.33 3.14
3 1. 170.67 2.62

4 JJ' 128.00 2.51
L_5__ 1. 85.333 2.33

TABLE 3.8 Physical Properties of Building Number Four.



Buildilll #2 Buildina #3 Buildilll #4

Modal Actual Predicted Modal Actual Predicted Modal Actual ' Predicted
Mode Yield Modal Modal Yield Modal Modal Yield Modal Modal

Strenlth
Ductility Ductility

Stregth
Ductility Ductility

Strelllth
Ductility Ductility

(Newtown) (Newtown) (Newton)

I 1.94 1.83 1.68 1.60 2.10 1.77 1.60 1.93 1.77

2 2.54 2.92 2.78 3.69 1.79 1.99 3.71 1.86 2.00

3 4.16 2.10 1.38 6.06 1.60 1.08 6.10 1.47 1.07

4 7.05 1.47 0.53 7.62 1.34 0.49 7.40 1.43 0.89

5 8.76 0.69 0.51 7.23 1.61 0.62 7.53 1.34 1.01

TABLE 3.9 Comparison Between the Computed and Predicted Modal Ductilities.

Building #2 Building #3 Building #4

Mode Actual SRSS Predicted Actual SRSS Predicted Actual SRSS Predicted
Story Story Story Story Story Story Story Story Story

Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility Ductility

I 2,4 2,7 2.3 2.6 2.7 2.3 2.9 2.6 2.4

2 1.8 2.3 2.0 2.7 2,9 2.2 2,3 2.6 1,3

3 I.S 2.4 1.9 1.7 2.9 2.0 2,2 2.9 2.3
.. 3.S ),0 2.4 2.7 2,7 2.1 2,7 2.7 2.3

5 5.0 4.0 3.4 2.1 2,7 2." 1.9 2.6 2,4

TABLE 3.10 Comparison Among the Exact, SRSS and Predicted Story Ductilities.

00
>0
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Building #2 Building #3
._---

Mo":~
Building #4

P rr Pi rr P rr

1 2.64 2.83 3.48 3.43 3.42 3.43

2 9.15 5.00 3.87 344 3.42 3.42

3 4.62 5.02 2.76 3.45 3.45 3.42
4 2.73 3.59 2.07 3.32 3.39 3.42
5 2.61 3.00 4.23 3.63 3.45 3.48

TABLE 3. 11 Comparison of Different Reduction Factors.

TABLE 3.12 Comparison Between (Sd) (r~) (K~)
I

and Modal Yield Strength
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Stllry Story Story Story
Number Mass Stiffness Yield Strength

(kg) (kg/sec/sec) (Newton)
I l. 2025. 7.32
2 l. 1800. 6.98
3 1. 1575. 6.32
4 1. 1350. 5.32
5 1. 1125. 3.99
6 l. 900. 2.33

TABLE 3.13 Physical Properties of Example Building.

Story
Exact Story Predicted Story

Ductility Ductility
I 3.60 2.69
2 2.89 2.67
3 2.36 2.65
4 2.44 2.65
5 2.43 2.70
6 2.71 2.80

TABLE 3.14 Comparison Between the Computed and

Predicted Story Ductilities.
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Date Earthquake -'ec:ordin. Site CompoDeDt
(I) (2) (3) (4)

1934, Dec 30 Lo~cr California E1 CeDtrO, Imperial Vallcy SOOW
590W

1935, Oct 31 HeJeDa, MODtana Carrol CoUqe 500W
5909.'

1940, May 18
Imperial Vallcy E1 CeDlro SOOW

590W

1949, Apr 13 Wcstern WahsiD.toD Olympia, Hwy. Test. Lab. N04E
N68E

1952. Jul 21 Kcrn COUDty Taft, LiDcolD School TWlDel N21E
569E

TABLE 4.1 Ground Motion Records.



Structural Subsystem E1lSto-Perfeclly Slitrness Delndinl
Plastic Modcl

Period Damf'''1
1~ UnIUUU·T. , (lnlooo'TJJ ayerale Tr (lnIOOO'T, J (In 1000'1"J lYerlllc
T. (/,,1000' T.) (/,,1000' Tr ) Implification T. (/,,1000' T.) (/nIOOO'l~) arnplificatiOfl

factor • factor •
m (2) m (4) (5) (6) (1) (8) (9) (0)
0.2 IIMI 1.37 1.06 I,OS UN 1.37 1.06 I.oo I.IS
0.2 S4MI 1.37 I.Of 1.08 1.04 1.37 1.06 1.12 1.13
0.3 14MI 2.16 1.16 1.11 1.05 2.16 1.16 1.10 1,16
0.3 S4MI 2.16 1.16 1.20 1.02 2.16 1.16 1.12 1.11
!:.S I~ 1.46 1.06 1.10 1.06 1.75 1.10 1.06 1.17
0.5 SCMI 1.46 1.06 1.13 1.02 2.1l 1.14 1.10 1.12
1.0 I~ 2.02 1.11 1.06 0.99 2.30 1.14 1.01 1.11
10 SIMI 2.12 I 12 I.OB 0.95 2.61 1.16 1.0Cl 1.08

mean 1.77 1.10 1.10 1.02 1.98 1.12 I.M 1.11
std. de\' 0.35 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.42 0.04 0.02 0.04

COY 0.20 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.21 0.04 0.02 0.04

• Period> T"

TABLE 4.2 Statistical Values For The Proposed Amplification Fac

tors For Structural DUttilit)' or 4.

'0....
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EPP SDM
0.5 sec 0.5 sec

1% S% 1% S%
(J) m () (4) (5)

TJTb ~ 1.64 148 1.75 2.13
In() 000 T( )/In(JOOO Tb ) 1.08 1.07 1.10 1.14
Inl 1000· Tt/l/ln() 000· T"r) 1.04 III 1.04 1.07

Iveraae amphfication factor 1.04 104 1.11 1.07

TABLE 4.3 Statistical Values For The Proposed Amplification

Factors For Structural Ductility Of 2 And Period Of 0.5 Second.
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